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Executive summary  

Supply chains in the fashion retail sector are known for requiring large amounts of business-to-

business and business-to-consumer packaging to receive goods from suppliers and to fulfill 

customer orders. The extensive use of product transport packaging used in fashion retail supply 

chains is associated with a significant amount of plastic and paper packaging waste. Transport 

packaging waste is a significant problem across various industries. However, this research 

specifically focuses on fashion retail supply chains due to their unique characteristics, such as 

complexity and the degree of globalization. This thesis examines the potential of reusable 

transport packaging (RTP) as a solution to address this problem in fashion retail supply chains. 

When used multiple times, RTP can reduce the need for raw packaging materials, thereby 

improving the material efficiency of packaging, and the need for single-use packaging 

purchases. Given that RTP has not yet been studied exclusively in the fashion retail context and 

that it has limited applications in supply chains in the fashion industry, the aim was to identify 

and explore the drivers, barriers, and critical success factors (CSFs) related to the adoption and 

implementation of B2B and B2C RTP in fashion retail supply chains. The research followed a 

qualitative approach, employing a multiple case study design. Semi-structured interviews were 

conducted with actors representing nine fashion retail supply chains and two RTP 

manufacturers. Data collected from these interviews was analyzed using the constant 

comparison method, considering the characteristics of the supply chain.  

Several key findings emerged from the study. In terms of drivers, fashion retailers recognize 

the role of RTP in waste reduction, aligning with their sustainability goals and enhancing their 

reputation. However, there are several barriers to overcome. RTP requires a larger initial 

investment compared to traditional packaging options, though cost savings can be achieved 

through the return and reuse of packages. The financial and environmental performance of RTP 

in the fashion industry is influenced by factors such as transportation costs, efficiency at 

warehouses, and supply chain complexity. Consumer behavior also poses a challenge, as B2C 

RTP relies on customers returning packaging. Additionally, the suitability of RTP varies for 

fashion resellers and brands due to differences in bargaining power and supply chain structure. 

The study identified several CSFs for RTP implementation. Cost-effective return logistics play 

a vital role, and RTP solutions should require minimal changes to existing warehouse processes 

while considering storage limitations and requirements from third-party logistics providers. 

Informing and incentivizing customers are effective strategies for stimulating B2C RTP returns, 

and further research is needed to explore mechanisms for B2B RTP. Committed RTP suppliers 
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can provide valuable support by offering impact assessment capabilities, customized designs, 

and insights into effective return stimulation mechanisms. 

The main contribution of this thesis is an initial conceptual framework of the drivers, barriers, 

and CSFs to the adoption and implementation of RTP that is specifically focused on fashion 

retail supply chains. While the framework is in its nature rather generic and while limitations 

of this thesis limit the generalizability to whole supply chains and to the entire fashion retail 

sector, the findings of this study can assist fashion retail managers in evaluating the feasibility 

of RTP and developing successful implementation strategies for specific areas of their supply 

chains. Supply Value B.V., a strategy Dutch consultancy firm, can utilize these insights to 

promote the adoption and implementation of B2C and B2B RTP in their fashion clients' supply 

chains.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Research context 

This master thesis is completed at Supply Value B.V., a Dutch strategy consultancy firm that 

provides supply chain & operations-, procurement-, and digital solutions for various 

organizations in sectors ranging from retail, energy, logistics, healthcare, and mobility 

companies to governmental organizations. In an age of ever-increasing environmental threats 

caused by business activity, businesses are starting to consider alternative sustainable business 

practices that reduce the impact of these threats. Supply Value B.V. wishes to expand its 

knowledge into sustainable supply chain management with the goal of helping clients 

implement sustainable supply chain practices, as such practices can improve a company’s 

reputation, reduce costs, and help comply with sustainability regulations (Saeed & Kersten, 

2019). Currently, two prominent clients of the firm operate within the fashion industry. Both 

companies have frequently expressed desires to contribute to sustainability within their 

operations and circularity in their business models. 

1.2. Waste produced by the fashion retail industry 

The fashion industry is a globalized industry that encompasses businesses dealing in textile and 

clothing, also referred to as apparel. The industry is a particular section of the retail sector that 

produces significant amounts of waste (Jestratijevic & Vrabič-Brodnjak, 2022). The textile and 

clothing sector generates 92 million tonnes of waste annually (Niinimäki et al., 2020). From 

2000 to 2019, 11 percent of the global 353 million tonnes of plastic waste came from textiles, 

respectively (OECD, 2022). The industry is frequently criticized for its high environmental 

impact, particularly due to single-use disposable packaging (Fashion For Good, 2021). The 

intensive use of transport packaging can be attributed to harmful environmental effects. For 

instance, manufacturing, processing, transportation, and disposal of packaging are processes 

that are responsible for significant emissions (Su et al., 2020). Furthermore, plastic and paper 

packaging waste predominantly ends up on landfills, causing harm to ecosystems. Paper 

decomposition is especially troublesome, as this triggers the release of methane, a much more 

potent greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide (Ximenes, 2010). While it is hard to find accurate 

data on fashion packaging, it can be argued that packaging alone is a significant contributor to 

supply chain- and household waste generated by the fashion industry, although the extent it 

unknown (Baskoro, 2020). In Europe, approximately 40 percent of plastics and 18 percent of 

paper are utilized in consumer product and transport packaging (CEPI, 2022; Plastics Europe, 
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2021). While the exact proportion linked to the fashion industry is unknown, it is worth noting 

that the sector's rapid growth, driven by fast fashion and fashion e-commerce, is expected to 

contribute to an increase in transport packaging waste (Niinimäki et al., 2020; Statista, 2022). 

Unfortunately, precise figures pertaining specifically to the fashion industry's packaging waste 

are currently unavailable. 

1.3. Significance and characteristics of transport packaging in the fashion industry 

The main purposes of packaging are to protect contents from damage, to allow for the ease of 

transportation throughout the supply chain, and to add convenience to stocking, and to 

communicate information and the value of the product (Abdalkrim et al., 2013). Among the 

main product- and transport packaging types used by retailers are primary packaging (i.e., the 

first line of packaging that contains a good), secondary packaging (i.e., packaging that contains 

primarily packaged goods, such as corrugated cardboard boxes (CCBs)), and tertiary packaging 

(i.e., packaging that carries secondary packages, such as transport pallets) (Koskela et al., 2014). 

An illustration of the differences between packaging types is shown in Figure 1. This thesis is  

focused primarily on secondary transport packaging due to its inherent characteristics that offer 

significant opportunities for enhancing the efficiency and sustainability of the supply chain. 

Secondary transport packaging acts as a bridge between primary packaging, which protects 

individual products, and tertiary packaging, which facilitates effective logistics and distribution. 

By examining secondary packaging, durability and reusability can be considered, so that 

avenues for minimizing waste and resource consumption can be explored. 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of Packaging Types - Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Packaging . Primary packaging refers to the 
initial layer of packaging that directly contains the product. Secondary packaging includes packaging that con tains primarily 
packaged goods, such as corrugated cardboard boxes (CCBs). Tertiary packaging encompasses packaging that carries 
secondary packages, such as transport pallets.  

Orders from suppliers and manufacturers are typically sent in bulk in large, pal letized cardboard 

boxes wrapped in plastic film. A further distinction may be made between B2C (Business-to-
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consumer) and B2B (Business-to-business) transport packaging. Fashion retailers use different 

packaging configurations for B2C shipments than for B2B shipments. For instance, B2C 

shipments are usually done using smaller CCBs than B2B shipments, due to smaller volumes 

of the goods that need to be transported for individual consumers than for shipments headed 

towards stores or other fashion resellers.  

1.4. Sustainable transport packaging practices  

1.4.1. Reconsidering packaging sustainability 

In recent times, managers of fashion retailers feel an increased urgency to adapt their packaging 

practices due to various drivers. First, since 2018, policies have been put in place by the 

European Commission aimed at packaging reduction. Examples of these are the Packaging and 

Packaging Waste Directive and the Single-Use Plastics Directive, both of which involve 

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR), whereby companies will be required to account for 

packaging that they use and pay a tax for packaging that is left untreated or unrecycled (Eur-

Lex, 2018, 2019). These policies aim to reduce packaging waste by forcing financial 

accountability of the waste onto businesses. Second, as concerns about serious environmental 

damage caused by global economic activity are becoming more apparent, consumers are not 

only demanding more sustainable and circular products, but also more sustainable packaging 

alternatives from fashion retailers (Kumar Shetty & Subrahmanya Bhat, 2022). Although the 

paper by Kumar Shetty and Subrahmanya Bhat (2022 does not specifically address sustainable 

packaging in the fashion sector, it supports the broader understanding of increasing consumer 

demand for sustainability across various industries. Third, various pilots and initiatives are 

showing that sustainable packaging practices can lead to improved efficiency and a reduced 

need for raw packaging materials and waste management procedures, leading to costs savings 

on different business fronts (Mosovsky et al., 2000). As these drivers imply, packaging is no 

longer an aspect of a fashion company’s supply chain that can mindlessly be thought of as a 

waste product. Fashion retailers will need to reconsider sustainability in all practices related to 

transport packaging to promote sustainability and reduce packaging waste. As more fashion 

retailers begin adopting small pilots in the short run and full-scale packaging overhauls in the 

long run, more companies will recognize the potential cost savings and reputation benefits of 

implementing sustainable packaging practices.  

1.4.2. Managing waste and sustainability using the 3R principle 

Managing waste and promoting sustainability can be done by considering the 3R principle, 

which is a widely recognized framework that entails the following elements: reduce, reuse, 
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recycle (Mohammed et al., 2020). First, in terms or reduction, businesses can reduce the amount 

of packaging material needed for a product, simplify their packaging designs, bundle products, 

or sell less products all together (Holt, 2018). Second, in terms of reuse, businesses can 

introduce reusable transport packaging (RTP) as a solution to reduce the need for raw material 

extraction and the need for single-use package purchases (Rosenau et al., 1996). Third, in terms 

of recycling, businesses can reprocess packaging materials to produce new packaging material, 

leading to an overall reduction in the need for new raw materials  (Koch & Baars, 2009). 

Although these elements are not mutually exclusive, each element viewed alone does have 

advantages and disadvantages over the other elements.  

1.4.3. Focus on the reuse of transport packaging 

It is widely assumed that packaging reuse has significant benefits over reduction and recycling 

of single-use disposable packaging alone when used a set number of times (Rosenau et al., 

1996). When the same amount of packaging is needed, reusing packaging materials generally 

has a lower impact compared to recycling, as it eliminates the need for new materials and 

reduces resource inefficiency and the overall carbon footprint of packaging (Coelho et al., 

2020). This is a significant benefit over just reducing and recycling packaging alone, because 

on aggregate, less energy is spent on recycling plastics and paper, both of which are energy-

intensive processes requiring a constant feed of virgin raw materials, the latter also being water-

intensive (Mohammed et al., 2020; Obradovic & Mishra, 2020). Furthermore, when packaging 

is reused, it reduces the need for purchasing new packaging and costs associated with waste 

management, making RTP cost-effective (Mahmoudi & Parviziomran, 2020). Above all, 

reusing packaging allows consumers to be engaged in a company’s sustainability efforts, 

although consumer acceptance of RTP depends on various factors such as hygiene, usability, 

finance, and motivation (Long et al., 2022). When combining RTP systems with recycling 

systems, even larger reductions in the use of virgin raw materials can be achieved (Merrild et 

al., 2009).  

1.5. Problem definition 

Transport packaging waste is a significant problem across various industries, including the 

retail sector. However, this research specifically focuses on the fashion industry due to its 

distinctive characteristics and the urgent need to address packaging waste in this context. The 

fashion industry is characterized by complex and globalized supply chains, long lead times, and 

unstable demand (Čiarnienė & Vienažindienė, 2014). These unique features set the fashion 

industry apart from other sectors and create specific challenges and opportunities for 
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implementing RTP solutions. Despite the ongoing efforts and pilot projects mentioned earlier, 

it is important to acknowledge that the adoption of RTP in the fashion industry is still relatively 

limited. In a study by Jestratijevic & Vrabič-Brodnjak (2022) on sustainable and innovative 

packaging solutions in the fashion industry, less than two percent of explored fashion brands 

have advertised having reusable packaging. There can be several reasons why RTP has not yet 

been implemented on a wider scale in the fashion industry. To effectively implement any new 

transport packaging system in a supply chain, the underlying business model of the packaging 

system needs to be considered. A business model encompasses the way in which an 

organization creates, delivers, and captures value (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). In the context 

of this research, the business model refers to the strategic choices and activities undertaken by 

fashion retailers to create and deliver fashion products to customers while considering the 

environmental impact of packaging. A deeper dive into drivers, barriers, and critical success 

factors (CSFs) of circular- or reuse business models may provide some initial ideas. 

Yet, this research has not been conducted in the context of supply chains in the fashion 

industry(Čiarnienė & Vienažindienė, 2014). The fashion industry is characterized by complex 

and globalized supply chains, involving a range of stakeholders in relation to fashion retailers. 

Such fashion retailers can be fashion brands, parent companies of multiple fashion brands, or 

fashion resellers (Figure 2). For fashion brands or fashion parent companies, upstream 

stakeholders are manufacturers. Downstream stakeholders include B2C customers, which are 

reached via different sales channels such as physical stores and e-commerce, and B2B 

customers, such as third-party resellers. When viewed as separate entities, third party resellers 

have their own supply chains with fashion brands as their suppliers, and B2C customers as 

downstream stakeholders. 
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Figure 2. Typical Fashion Retail Supply Chains for Fashion Brands, Fashion Parent Companies, and Fashion Resellers. The 
figure illustrates two basic illustrations of supply chains in the fashion industry, showcasing the relationships and flow of goods 
between stakeholders.  

RTP could hypothetically be applied in various links of the supply chain for B2C and B2B 

shipments. However, given that RTP is rarely found in practice within the fashion industry and 

that is not found in empirical research exclusively in the context of fashion retailer supply 

chains, more understanding is needed about the challenges and opportunities that such 

applications upstream and downstream from the fashion retailer pose. For instance, secondary 

packaging generally travels further from the clothing manufacturer to the retailer’s warehouse, 

than from the retailer’s warehouse to local stores, and primary packaging looks different in 

consumer packaging than in bulk packaging from the manufacturers. Applying RTP in each of 

these unique areas carries its own uncertainties. Given these uncertainties, the aim of this thesis 

is to identify and explore the drivers, barriers, and CSFs to the adoption of RTP in fashion 

supply chains both upstream and downstream from the fashion retailer, and for both B2B and 

B2C shipments. By examining RTP both upstream and downstream from the fashion retailer, 

the research aims to identify opportunities and challenges for promoting the use of reusable 

packaging across the entire supply chain. This can help to ensure that all the main supply chain 

elements are considered in deciding to implement RTP either partially or entirely. While 
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considering the contexts and supply chains of various fashion retailers, some of which may 

have partially implemented RTP, the research explores factors in three areas of interest: reasons 

for being interested in and/or adopting RTP in the supply chain, perceived and/or experienced 

challenges in adopting and implementing RTP, and perceived and/or actual best practices for 

incorporating RTP into the supply chain. These factors are conceptualized as drivers, barriers, 

and critical success factors, respectively. 

By identifying the drivers, barriers, and CSFs, recommendations are made for the 

implementation of RTP in fashion supply chains. These will help decision makers within the 

supply chain in navigating challenges and capitalizing on opportunities. The drivers, barriers, 

and critical success factors will vary for each fashion retailer, as they operate within their unique 

contexts and have their own supply chain characteristics. Therefore, gaining an understanding 

of which drivers, barriers, and CSFs are more or less prevalent under specific supply chain 

characteristics will allow for more tailored and effective recommendations on RTP adoption 

and implementation. The central questions that this thesis therefore aims to answer are:  

RQ1. “What are the drivers, barriers, and critical success factors to the adoption and 

implementation of B2C and B2B reusable transport packaging within fashion retail supply 

chains?” 

RQ2. “How do fashion retail supply chain characteristics influence these drivers, barriers, 

and critical success factors?” 

By means of conducting a literature review of the drivers, barriers, and CSFs of reusable 

packaging in supply chains, an understanding is gained on the various factors that influence the 

adoption and implementation of RTP in supply chain operations. This is followed by a multiple 

case study to investigate the drivers, barriers, and CSFs of the implementation of RTP in supply 

chains in the fashion industry, considering the various processes, operations, and characteristics 

that differentiate the fashion industry from other industries and sectors. Insights are gathered 

from academic- and gray literature, fashion retail stakeholders with knowledge on packaging, 

and manufacturers of RTP. The findings of this study will be valuable to consultants at Supply 

Value B.V. seeking to advise their clients on promoting the use of reusable packaging and 

improving sustainability in the industry. 

The remainder of this master thesis is structured as follows. In section 2, an outline of the 

literature on drivers, barriers, and CSFs of RTP and characteristics of fashion industry supply 

chains is presented. The literature is consolidated in an overview and will be compared to the 
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findings of this thesis. In section 0, the research methodology used in this thesis will be 

described, including the research design, data collection methods, and data analysis techniques. 

In section 4, the results from the analysis are presented. In section 5, the results will be discussed 

in relation to the literature and provide an interpretation of the analysis. Also, limitations and 

areas for future research are presented in the discussion section.  Finally, in the conclusion, the 

main findings are summarized, and recommendations are provided for Supply Value B.V. to 

advise its clients.  
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2. Theoretical Background 

In this section, the available literature on reusable transport packaging (RTP) is discussed. The 

term ‘RPT’ may be used interchangeably with other terms in the literature, such as ‘returnable 

packaging’ or ‘reusable transport/transit item (RTI)’. Aside from introducing the concept of 

RTP, the focus is on factors found to be relevant in inhibiting or promoting the successful 

implementation of RTP in supply chains. 

2.1. Introduction to the concept of RTP 

Reusable packaging is defined as “packaging which has been conceived, designed and placed 

on the market to accomplish within its lifecycle multiple trips or rotations by being refilled or 

reused for the same purpose for which it was conceived” (Eur-Lex, 2018). RTP is a type of 

reusable packaging that is intended for transportation purposes. Examples of RTP are reusable 

boxes, totes, crates, pallets or bags. RTP can be found in B2B and in B2C packaging (Coelho 

et al., 2020). In recent years, the reusable/returnable packaging market has seen a steady growth 

rate of about six to seven percent per year (Reportsanddata, 2021). The most common 

applications of RTP can be found in automobile and industrial gas manufacturing, fruits and 

the supermarket industry (Coelho et al., 2020; Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022; Mahmoudi & 

Parviziomran, 2020). In contrast with single-use/disposable packaging, RTP is generally 

associated with concepts such as and the circular economy, which in centered around waste 

elimination through use of materials in closed-loop supply chains (Baskoro, 2020; Ellsworth-

Krebs et al., 2022); and return-/reverse-logistics, which focuses on the return flow of a product 

from a recipient back to the sender (Demajorovic et al., 2019). RTP systems can take on various 

designs, with ownership ranging from central agencies to all participants, and responsibilities 

for management and maintenance, such as the carrier or the sender (Mahmoudi & Parviziomran, 

2020). To retain structural integrity and protective function throughout multiple uses, RTP is 

typically made up of (in some cases recycled) plastic that can be recycled at the end-of-life 

stage by the manufacturer or a third-party plastic recycling firm (Gardas et al., 2019). Compared 

to single-use disposable CCB, reusable plastic corrugated boxes can be reused between 100 and 

250 instances, leading to significantly less paper waste and purchases of single-use packaging 

(Lee, 1999).  
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2.2. Drivers, barriers, and critical success factors of RTP 

2.2.1. Drivers 

Throughout the literature, several drivers for the implementation and utilization of RTP in 

supply chains can be found. There are some environmental drivers, one of which is the potential 

for waste reduction within the supply chain (Twede & Clarke, 2008). Besides the environmental 

benefit of waste reduction, a reduced amount of waste means that there is less need for 

waste/disposal management, reducing costs associated with such practices for businesses 

(Gardas et al., 2019). Another driver is the potential for RTP to improve cost-efficiency of 

packaging (Rosenau et al., 1996). The cost of a single purchase of one reusable package that is 

used 100 times is much lower than the cost of 100 single-use disposable packages (Lee, 1999). 

Businesses can experience reduced labor costs and reduced cycle times due to workflow 

improvements caused by the elimination of CCB disposal efforts, the ability to stack RTP, and 

standardization of the packaging (Gardas et al., 2019). Besides labor cost reductions, reductions 

in logistics expenses can be seen with nestable/collapsible/foldable containers because they 

limit the empty space needed for transportation or storage (Gardas et al., 2019). RTP made of 

durable plastic also has the potential to protect products better than CCBs, leading to less 

damaged products (Gardas et al., 2019). Furthermore, a large social driver to implement 

sustainable supply chain practices like RTP is that consumers are increasingly conscious of the 

environmental impact of the products and unnecessary packaging that they consumer and are 

demanding more sustainability from businesses (Kumar Shetty & Subrahmanya Bhat, 2022). 

After all, implementing RTP has the potential to improve the sustainable reputation of an 

organization (Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022). Finally, an institutional driver for businesses to 

implement RTP is the development of legislation aimed at packaging reduction, such as the 

packaging tax (Eur-Lex, 2018, 2019).  

2.2.2. Barriers 

There are financial, social, and institutional drivers that make RTP an interesting alternative to 

single-use packaging. However, there are also barriers to consider. First, affordability is an 

important barrier because RTP systems imply not only the procurement of containers, but also 

the setting up of package handling processes, information systems, setting up return-logistics 

systems, and integrating these systems and processes into existing information systems and 

processes (Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022; Fashion For Good, 2021). These often-optimized 

systems are tailored to single-use packaging, and changes to existing business practices and 

processes is likely to lead to high investments (Coelho et al., 2020; Fashion For Good, 2021). 
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Second, ensuring package returns and knowing the location of packages in the supply chain is 

a challenging process (Coelho et al., 2020; Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022). The challenge is 

ensuring that end users return packages at high rates, as the economic and environmental 

viability of RTP systems are sensitive to return rates (Fashion For Good, 2021). Third, 

consumer interest and acceptance of RTP is dependent on hygiene, usability, finance, and 

motivation, all which are challenging to manage (Long et al., 2022). Fourth, engaging different 

stakeholders in the supply chain – including suppliers – to implement a standardized RTP 

system is perceived by packaging innovators as challenging (Bradley & Corsini, 2023; 

Demajorovic et al., 2019; Fashion For Good, 2021). Fifth, legislation on plastic packaging could 

hinder the introduction of reusable plastic packaging. Taxes in the UK are based on the weight 

of plastic that is placed on the market, and not plastic that is returned (Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 

2022). Given that reusable plastic packaging is generally heavier than single-use plastic 

packaging, this makes RTP less competitive. Finally, increased logistic complexity is found to 

be an important barrier, because with RTP, packages need to be cost-effectively returned from 

various locations to ensure availability. (Bradley & Corsini, 2023; Coelho et al., 2020). 

2.2.3. Critical success factors 

The abovementioned barriers have been discussed in various papers, and several interventions 

are mentioned that could help overcome these barriers. These factors will be referred to as 

critical success factors (CSFs), as they are a prerequisite for the successful implementation of 

sustainable supply chain management practices (Prasad et al., 2020). For instance, traceability 

enabled by tracking technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID) and barcodes 

can help companies enforce accountability on all stakeholders for responsible handling of the 

containers, save money on the purchase of packaging that has gone missing in the supply chain, 

and have information and data about the use of packaging (Alcayaga et al., 2019; Ellsworth-

Krebs et al., 2022; Mahmoudi & Parviziomran, 2020; Twede & Clarke, 2008). Furthermore, 

setting up incentive systems whereby consumers receive a reward for returning is shown to 

motivate them to return packages (Muranko et al., 2021). Proper organization and optimization 

of the reverse logistics system is also important to ensure the sustainability and cost -

effectiveness of the RTP system (Coelho et al., 2020; Demajorovic et al., 2019; Maleki & 

Reimche, 2011). Additionally, package design and operations should be standardized among 

all stakeholders in a supply chain (Demajorovic et al., 2019). Other factors found to favor RTP 

are standardized containers and packaging operations, large containers, high average daily 

volumes of the product to be transported, a strong channel leader with cost savings incentive, 
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short cycle- and lead times, short shipping distances or networks for repositioning, and efficient 

sorting (Mahmoudi & Parviziomran, 2020; Twede & Clarke, 2008). Finally, top management 

commitment, lean production support, and optimized inventory management are shown to be 

critical driving factors that enable a successful implementation of RTP in supply chains (Gardas 

et al., 2019). 

2.3. Overview of the current state of RTP in the fashion industry 

The fashion industry is a major contributor to global waste, with fast fashion and single-use 

packaging being significant contributors to this problem (Colucci & Vecchi, 2021). To address 

this issue, many fashion retailers have shifted their attention to circularity in their business 

models (Dragomir & Dumitru, 2022). Some packaging manufacturers have started focusing on 

RTP for fashion products in collaboration with fashion retailers (Pfoser et al., 2021). For 

instance, RePack, Returnity, and Limeloop are packaging manufacturers that produce reusable 

returnable packages specifically for B2C e-commerce deliveries (Fashion For Good, 2021). 

RePack currently collaborates with over 67 fashion brands across Europe (Jestratijevic & 

Vrabič-Brodnjak, 2022). Also, Dutch packaging manufacturer Paardekooper has collaborated 

with Bijenkorf and Omoda, two Dutch retailers, to manufacture reusable shopping bags and 

returnable shoe boxes (Paardekooper, 2022). It is important to note that these examples 

represent B2C RTP. RTP can also be used for B2B shipments in other elements of the supply 

chain, as will be discussed in the next sub-section. Despite these efforts, the adoption of RTP 

in the fashion industry is limited to small pilots and faces several challenges, according to Pfoser 

et al. (2022). According to their study, one such challenge is transitioning to RTP, which entails 

high costs compared to single-use packaging. Additionally, there are logistic challenges related 

to storage, transportation, and distribution among all stakeholders of RTP. Another challenge 

is the lack of standardization and regulations for RTP. These challenges are rather 

underexplored in literature and require more attention. 

2.4. Characteristics of fashion retailer supply chains with respect to RTP 

Fashion retail supply chains have characteristics that deserve more attention with respect to the 

drivers, barriers, and CSFs to the adoption and implementation of RTP.  First, in terms of global 

supply chain characteristics, fashion retail supply chains are characterized by long lead times, 

large distances, and globalized supply chains, and a multitude of stakeholders (Čiarnienė & 

Vienažindienė, 2014). Returning empty packages across large distances is commonly regarded 

in literature as unsustainable, due to the added resource utilization resulting in more emissions. 

Furthermore, given that some fashion retailers have manufacturers scattered globally, it is 
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logistically challenging to provide sufficient availability of RTP cost-effectively and efficiently 

(Muranko et al., 2021). This is because packaging may not always be needed at all locations 

and lead times can be several months. Besides manufacturers, other stakeholders are also 

involved in fashion supply chains, such as textile suppliers, distributers, logistics service 

providers, and B2B and B2C customers (Fung et al., 2020). With such a multitude of 

stakeholders, it can be difficult to maintain visibility and control over the entire RTP system 

(Agrawal & Narain, 2018). Finally, in terms of consumer behavior, the fashion industry is 

characterized by exceptionally high product return rates by consumers (Cullinane & Cullinane, 

2021). This provides an opportunity for using RTP to make the return process more convenient, 

yet large fashion retailers are not experimenting with this. To conclude, the fashion industry 

has distinct characteristics that make their supply chains unique compared to other industries.  

2.5. Summary of drivers, barriers, and critical success factors 

To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no theoretical framework that captures the 

drivers, barriers, and CSFs of RTP in supply chains. The drivers and barriers framework for 

circular business models by (Tura et al., 2019) serves as a useful guidance tool to categorizes 

the factors that influence the adoption and implementation of circular business models into 

seven distinct areas: environmental, economic, social, institutional, technological and 

informational, supply chain, and organizational. Based on these areas, concepts found in 

literature that represent drivers, barriers, and CSFs of RTP in supply chains are categorized and 

summarized in Table 1. The choice for the framework is due to the applicability to RTP, given 

that RTP is frequently mentioned in literature as a part of the circular economy and circular 

business models (Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022). The overview is adapted to include CSFs in 

each area, which are specific factors identified in the literature as crucial for the successful 

implementation of RTP. 
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Table 1. Summary of Concepts Representing Drivers, Barriers, and Critical Success Factors (CSFs) for RTP in Supply 
Chains. The table categorizes and summarizes concepts found in the literature that relate to the drivers, barriers, and CSFs 

of Returnable Transport Packaging (RTP) in supply chains. The categorization is based on the drivers and barriers 
framework for circular business models by Tura et al. (2019), which includes seven distinct areas: environmental, economic, 
social, institutional, technological and informational, supply chain, and organizational.  

Categories   Factors Reference 

Environmental Drivers 
Potential for waste reduction (Twede & Clarke, 2008) 

Reduced environmental impacts (Gardas et al., 2019) 

Barriers 
Long distances 

(Čiarnienė & Vienažindienė, 2014; Mollenkopf 
et al., 2005) 

CSFs Large containers; high average daily volumes  (Twede & Clarke, 2008) 

Economic Drivers 
Potential improving cost-efficiency with RTP; 

safety of products from damage; reduced labor 
costs; reduced transportation expenses; less 
purchases 

(Gardas et al., 2019; Lee, 1999; Mollenkopf et 
al., 2005; Rosenau et al., 1996) 

Barriers Affordability (Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022) 

CSFs 
Traceability systems with tracking technologies 

(Alcayaga et al., 2019; Mahmoudi & 

Parviziomran, 2020) 

Social Drivers Consumers demanding sustainability (Kumar Shetty & Subrahmanya Bhat, 2022) 

Barriers 
Ensuring package returns; consumer 
interest/non-acceptance of RTP 

(Coelho et al., 2020; Long et al., 2022) 

CSFs Incentive systems; increasing consumer 
awareness 

(Bradley & Corsini, 2023; Mahmoudi & 
Parviziomran, 2020) 

Institutional Drivers 
Packaging legislation (Bradley & Corsini, 2023; Eur-Lex, 2018, 2019) 

Barriers Lack of governmental support (Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022) 

CSFs 
Supportive regulations (Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022) 

Technological 
& 
informational 

Drivers 
Increased information availability & 
transparency; potential for improving operations 

(Bradley & Corsini, 2023; Ellsworth-Krebs et 
al., 2022; Gardas et al., 2019) 

Barriers 
Packaging data not standardized 

(Bradley & Corsini, 2023; Ellsworth-Krebs et 

al., 2022) 

CSFs 
Open data standards (Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022) 

Supply chain Drivers Reduced cycle time (Bradley & Corsini, 2023; Gardas et al., 2019) 

Barriers Supply chain complexity; Stakeholder 

engagement; logistic complexity; integration 

into existing operations and information 
systems; liability; long lead times; globalized 
supply chains; availability of packaging at 
locations; seasonality 

(Bradley & Corsini, 2023; Čiarnienė & 
Vienažindienė, 2014; Coelho et al., 2020; 
Demajorovic et al., 2019; Fashion For Good, 
2021; Motowidlak & Tokarski, 2022; Muranko 

et al., 2021) 

CSFs 

Stakeholder activity alignment; effective and 
efficient reverse logistics network; organization 
of reverse/return logistics for RTP; Traceability 

(Bradley & Corsini, 2023; Coelho et al., 2020; 
Demajorovic et al., 2019; Mahmoudi & 
Parviziomran, 2020; Maleki & Reimche, 2011) 

Organizational Drivers 
Potential for improved reputation (Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022) 

Barriers Overall supply chain strategy (Cullinane & Cullinane, 2021) 

CSFs 
Top management commitment; optimized 
inventory management 

(Gardas et al., 2019) 
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3. Methodology 

As previously mentioned, the adoption of reusable transport packaging (RTP) in the fashion 

retail supply chains is still relatively limited, as evidenced by the findings of a study by 

Jestratijevic and Vrabič-Brodnjak (2022) on sustainable and innovative packaging solutions in 

the fashion industry, where less than two percent of the explored fashion brands advertised 

having reusable packaging. The extent to which RTP has been implemented by fashion retailers 

on a broader scale also remains unknown given the lack of data on the subject. Given this 

knowledge gap, the aim of this thesis was to identify the drivers, barriers, and critical success 

factors (CSFs) to the adoption and implementation of RTP in fashion retailers' supply chains. 

Furthermore, an attempt was made to explore how fashion retail supply chain characteristics 

affect the drivers, barriers, and CSFs. 

This thesis was based on an interpretive research philosophy, which acknowledges the 

subjective and complex nature of human behavior and aims to understand the social world 

through the meanings that individuals attach to their experiences (Saunders et al., 2012). In the 

context of this research, an interpretive approach offered a more nuanced way of understanding 

the social and cultural complexity that influences the implementation of RTP than a positivist 

approach. The positivist approach tends to focus on objective, measurable data and may have 

overlooked the subjective and contextual factors that were critical to understanding how fashion 

companies choose to implement RTP or not.  

One possible weakness of the interpretive research philosophy is its subjectivity and potential 

lack of generalizability (Angen, 2000). Since interpretive research focuses on understanding 

individual experiences and meanings, it may be challenging to draw broad conclusions or 

generalize the findings to a larger population. In the context of this study, the small sample size 

and the specific characteristics of the fashion retail supply chains involved limit the 

generalizability of the findings to the broader fashion industry.  

An inductive research approach was chosen, which allows for the development of theories and 

concepts from the data collected, rather than starting with pre-existing hypotheses. The study 

used a qualitative strategy, using semi-structured interviews to collect data. Semi-structured 

interviews were used as the primary data collection technique. These methods are further 

elaborated in sub-section 3.4. 
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3.1. Research strategy 

Given the philosophy, approach, methodological choice, and the limited timeframe for 

conducting this master thesis research, this study adopted a multiple-case study design as the 

research strategy to explore the drivers, barriers, and critical success factors for the 

implementation of RTP in the fashion industry. A multiple case study design enables the 

exploration of a phenomenon in its natural context and is suitable for investigating complex and 

multifaceted phenomena (Yin, 2018). A multiple-case study would allow the exploration of a 

range of contexts and would be a good fit for the inductive approach and interpretivist 

philosophy. By focusing on nine cases, the research was able to go into depth on each case and 

identify specific drivers, barriers, and CSFs to the adoption or implementation of RTP into their 

supply chain. The cases were various supply chains belonging to fashion retailers ranging from 

brands to resellers, selling various fashion products ranging from merely footwear to general 

apparel. The choice of fashion retail supply chains as the unit of analysis is driven by the aim 

of investigating how fashion retailers navigate the complexities and challenges of integrating 

RTP into their supply chains. By examining multiple cases within the fashion retail industry, 

this research aims to provide an understanding of the drivers, barriers, and critical success 

factors specific to fashion retailers' adoption or implementation of RTP into their supply chains. 

One possible weakness of a multiple-case study in this context is the potential lack of 

generalizability (Andrade, 2009). The findings may not be easily generalized to the broader 

fashion industry. An alternative type of study that might have been better in terms of 

generalizability is a survey-based quantitative study. By surveying a larger sample of fashion 

retailers across various segments of the fashion industry, a quantitative study could have 

provided a broader and more representative view of the drivers, barriers, and CSFs associated 

with the adoption or implementation of RTP.  

3.2. Sampling strategy 

Cases were sampled by means of purposive sampling. Purposive sampling involves selecting 

cases based on specific criteria that are relevant to the research questions (Etikan et al., 2016). 

The sampling criteria used in this thesis were as follows. First, the cases (i.e., the fashion retail 

supply chains) needed to belong to fashion brands or fashion resellers that sell various fashion 

products. Second, participants of the research within the cases should have piloted with or have 

had experience with implementing B2B or B2C RTP either upstream and/or downstream with 

respect to their position within the supply chain by the time of data collection. If participants 

had not done so prior to data collection (i.e., interviews), the participants needed to display 
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explicit interests in RTP. This was identified during initial e-mail correspondence and in some 

cases via desk-research. To select suitable interviewees within each case, participants needed 

to have knowledge of and experience with packaging processes within their supply chain. 

Packaging processes can include sourcing, storing, packing (order fulfillment), opening, 

closing, stacking, sealing, wrapping, labeling, scanning, disposing, and recycling. Most fashion 

retailers have departments devoted to one or a combination of areas, each responsible for 

packaging to some extent, such as sustainability, sourcing, buying, logistics, supply chain, and 

operations. Therefore, during the initial inquiry for research participants, individuals who held 

relevant positions within these departments were specifically targeted for inclusion. These 

criteria ensured that the cases represented a range of supply chains within the fashion industry 

and that the participants of the research (i.e., interviewees) were interested in reusable 

packaging or are already exploring the use of reusable transport packaging, providing an initial 

understanding of the issue. Furthermore, the criteria ensured that participants have relevant 

knowledge and experience related to the adoption and implementation of RTP. By using 

purposive sampling, the aim was to ensure that a range of perspectives and experiences were 

represented in the data.  

To contact potential interviewees, the consultant network at Supply Value B.V. was used to 

obtain internal client connections. Fashion retailers that were not a client of Supply Value B.V. 

were contacted via a connection message on LinkedIn. In total nine cases were recruited for 

this thesis (Table 2).  

Table 2. Case participants.  The table presents an overview of the nine cases that were recruited for the study. The cases 
represent a range of businesses within the fashion industry, including supply chains of fashion brands and a fashion reseller. 

Case Focal business Interviewee position Previous experience with RTP 

A Women’s footwear brand Buying and logistics coordinator None (interested) 

B General apparel brand International markets merchandising director None (interested) 

C Women’s footwear brand Founder B2C Downstream, implemented 

D General apparel brand Founder B2C Downstream, implemented 

E General footwear reseller Senior manager operations support None (interested) 

F General apparel parent company Global sourcing manager None (interested) 

G Women’s apparel brand Marketing and sales manager B2C Downstream, implemented 

H Women’s apparel brand Sales manager None (interested) 

I Sports footwear brand Senior sustainability specialist B2C Downstream, piloted 

 

Eight of these cases were supply chains of fashion brands, and one was the supply chain of a 

fashion reseller. The fashion types of these retailers ranged from general apparel to specific 

footwear products. The positions held by the interviewees varied per case. The table also shows 
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which cases have experience with B2C or B2B packaging either upstream or downstream with 

respect to the focal business’ position in the supply chain. As is presented in the table, cases A, 

B, E, F, and H had neither experimented with, piloted, nor implemented  RTP in any link of the 

supply chain. Yet, the interviewees were interested in the concept, as was determined 

beforehand in the e-mail correspondence.   

3.3. Data collection 

The data collection process for the empirical study involved conducting semi-structured 

interviews with representatives of supply chains belonging to fashion retailers that have 

affiliation with packaging processes to gather information about perceived drivers, barriers, and 

CSFs of RTP. Semi-structured interviews are useful for obtaining rich and detailed data and are 

deemed more useful for this study because the interviews would be closed and structured 

enough to be directed towards a specific goal, but open enough to allow for additional insights 

(Kallio et al., 2016). The interviews followed an interview guide that was adjusted based on 

emerging themes from the analysis and on whether the fashion retail supply chain had already 

implemented RTP or not (Appendix 8.2). During the interviews questions were first asked about 

the participants’ backgrounds and reasons for participating, then the case’s packaging 

processes, and finally the participants’ views on the application of RTP into their packaging 

processes.  

The semi-structured interviews were also used to identify important supply chain 

characteristics. During the interviews, participants provided insights into various aspects of 

their supply chains, including key activities, relationships, and operational (packaging) 

processes. Through this iterative process, certain characteristics emerged as relevant and 

influential in the context of implementing RTP within fashion retail supply chains. 

Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge that the identification of these characteristics was 

not systematically predetermined or logged. Instead, they emerged organically during the 

interviews and were supplemented by desk research to ensure a suitable overview. Not all 

characteristics were explicitly discussed in every interview. Additional desk research was 

needed to capture an understanding of each fashion retail supply chain. It is also important to 

note that the overview generated in the data collection process may not capture every possible 

characteristic, and there is a possibility that some important aspects may have been missed or 

that certain characteristics included may be redundant. 

Aside from the purposive sampling of stakeholders from fashion retailers, representatives from 

manufacturers of RTP were recruited for semi-structured interviews. Their involvement aimed 
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to provide additional insights and perspectives on the challenges and opportunities associated 

with RTP systems. Their input served to complement the findings from the semi-structured 

interviews with the representatives from the cases. This helped to cross-verify the findings from 

the interviews and to triangulate the data from multiple sources, strengthening the validity and 

reliability of the results. The interviews followed a separate interview guide that can be found 

in Appendix 8.3. While the insights provided contextual knowledge and to some extent 

validated the drivers, barriers, and CSFs identified from the cases, it is important to consider 

potential biases. The RTP-manufacturers have vested interest in promoting their solutions and 

may have been inclined to highlight the benefits and downplay the challenges associated with 

implementing reusable packaging. This could introduce a bias in their perspectives and 

potentially impact the objectivity of the study. To alleviate such bias, one criterion for selecting 

such representatives is that the participant must have knowledge on challenges associated with 

the implementation of reusable packaging systems for businesses, preferably within the fashion 

industry. Also, careful consideration was given to the analysis and interpretation of the data 

obtained from the interviews with RTP-manufacturers. Participants of two manufactures of 

RTP were recruited (Table 3). The first manufacturer (RTP-manufacturer-A) specializes in B2B 

bulk packaging for multiple industries, whereas the second manufacturer (RTP-manufacturer-

B) specializes B2C transport packaging specifically for the fashion industry. The interviewee 

from RTP-manufacturer A was the marketing coordinator for the European division of the 

company, and from manufacturer B the founder. 

Table 3. RTP-manufacturers. The table provides information on the two manufacturers of RTP that were included in the 
study. 

 RTP-manufacturer A (mA) RTP-manufacturer B (mB) 

Headquarter and logistics locations Central Europe, one location Northern Europe, multiple logistics hubs 

Industry Food, manufacturing, fast moving consumer goods Fashion 

Packaging types B2B RTP: crates, corrugated boxes, pallets B2C RTP: totes 

Pricing model Pay per packaging unit Pay per packaging unit; pay per use 

End-of-life procedure 
Buy back for residual value and put into recycling 

stream 
After 50 cycles put into recycling stream 

 

While the semi-structured interviews provided flexibility, they might not have been the most 

suitable data collection method given that they rely on self-reported information from the 

interviewees (Kallio et al., 2016). As a result, there is a possibility of social desirability bias or 

participants providing responses that they believe align with expectations or what they perceive 

as the “right” answers. In the context of exploring the drivers, barriers, and CSFs of RTP 

implementation in fashion retail supply chains, participants may have a vested interest in 
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presenting their organization in a positive light or may be reluctant to disclose information. This 

can result in an incomplete or distorted picture of the actual factors influencing the adoption 

and implementation of RTP. 

Although it is generally impossible to exactly determine the point of data saturation, a rule of 

thumb was used to assume saturation based on a theoretical sampling approach. The method 

proposed by Guest et al. (2020) was employed, following a multi-step process. The first step 

involved selecting a base size for a maximum of six data collection points (i.e., interviews). As 

such six cases were interviewed and the transcripts were analyzed. The second step involved 

doing consecutive run lengths of three additional interviews before reassessing the outcome of 

the first analysis. According to Guest et al. (2020), such runs should be repeated until a new 

information threshold of less than 5 percent is reached, indicating that data saturation has been 

achieved (i.e., if less than five percent of the themes identified in a new interview are new). 

However, given the limited timeframe of this master thesis, only one additional run of three 

interviews was conducted. Further discussion regarding this limitation can be found in the 

limitations subsection. 

To supplement the semi-structured interviews, company documents and publicly available 

information were used as complementary data (Table 4). The use of complementary data 

alongside semi-structured interviews provided a more comprehensive, cross-validated and 

contextualized understanding of the findings. Examples of complementary data were annual 

reports, sustainability reports, marketing materials, packaging policies and guidelines, and other 

supply chain- or packaging-related publications on company websites. Cases A, G, and H did 

not have any relevant publications for inclusion in the analysis. 

Table 4. Complementary data collected for analysis. The table presents examples of company documents and publicly 
available information that were used as complementary data alongside the semi-structured interviews. 

Reference Title(s) Relevance 

cd1. Case B Annual report 2021 Revenue; Views on sustainability 

cd2. Case C 
Reusable Packaging 

webpage 
Reasons for offering reusable packaging; Instructions 

cd3. Case D 
Reusable Packaging 

webpage 
Instructions 

cd4. Case E Annual report 2022 Revenue 

cd5. Case F 
Annual Report 2022; Policy 

for paper-based packaging 

Supply chain information (suppliers, customers, warehouses); Revenue; Aim 

towards sustainable packaging practices 

cd6. Case I Sustainability report Views on sustainability and packaging 
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3.4. Data analysis 

Data resulting from the interviews was managed and organized in Nvivo (Version 1.7.1), which 

is a recommended tool for coding and categorizing data in qualitative research due to the ability 

to store and manage various data types (Bazeley, 2021). This data management included the 

importing, organizing, coding, querying, visualizing, and analyzing qualitative data that was 

collected for this thesis.  

To analyze the data from the interviews, thematic analysis was used, which focused on 

identifying patterns and themes within the data (Fereday et al., 2006). As a first step, after each 

interview, the recordings were transcribed in a verbatim manner and prepared for analysis by 

correcting errors, removing redundant information not related to the research. Second, each 

transcript was coded by identifying and labeling significant quotes and passages that related to 

drivers, barriers, and critical success factors of the implementation of RTP in fashion retailers’ 

supply chain. Through the process of open coding, new themes and categories emerged, 

providing further insight into the data beyond what was identified in the literature review. A 

complete codebook, including names and definitions and illustrative quotes, can be found in 

appendix 8.4.  

Underpinning the coding process was the process of constant comparison, as described by 

Saunders et al. (2012), to check for similarities and differences, and to promote consistency 

when coding the interview transcripts. Here, each significant quote and passage of a new 

transcript was compared with quotes from other transcripts, as well as against the codes being 

used to categorize the quotes. During the coding of a new transcript, new codes were created, 

and existing codes were adjusted or removed if they were deemed redundant. According to 

Saunders et al. (2012) the benefit of constant comparison is that it promotes higher levels of 

coding because it involves moving between inductive and deductive thinking. The codes were 

subsequently examined in relation to the supply chain characteristics. 

Finally, the results of the thematic analysis were interpreted in relat ion to the literature review  

(Section 2) , allowing for the identification of similarities and differences in drivers, barriers, 

and CSFs to the implementation of RTP in general and in fashion retail supply chains.  

3.5. Ethical considerations 

This study was conducted in accordance with the ethical principles of informed consent, 

confidentiality, and voluntary participation. Participants were informed of the study’s purpose 

and their rights as participants, and their personal or company information was kept 
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confidential. As such, the transcripts of the interviews conducted for this study are not publicly 

available to maintain the privacy and confidentiality of the participants. Furthermore, no 

company or employee names are given in this thesis. Moreover, participants were asked for 

permission to record the interviews and if anything should be kept off the record. To further 

ensure participant privacy, data collected from the study is securely stored and retained only for 

the duration necessary to fulfill the research objectives, after which it is appropriately disposed 

of to maintain confidentiality.  
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4. Results 

The results section structured according to the two research questions of this master thesis: (1) 

“What are the drivers, barriers, and critical success factors (CSFs) to the adoption and 

implementation of B2C and B2B reusable transport packaging (RTP) within fashion retail 

supply chains?” and (2) “How do fashion retail supply chain characteristics influence these 

drivers, barriers, and CSFs?”. In the first sub-section, codebooks are presented containing 

descriptions of the codes, references, and illustrative quotes that resulted from the transcripts 

from the semi-structured interviews. In the second sub-section these codes are discussed with 

respect to supply chain characteristics identified during the interviews and desk research and a 

conceptual model is presented. 

4.1. Drivers, barriers, and critical success factors to the implementation of B2B and B2C 

RTP in fashion retailers’ supply chains 

4.1.1. Drivers 

During the coding process, several significant passages and quotes that implied motivation for 

being interested in RTP were identified and grouped under codes relating to the drivers to the 

implementation of B2B and B2C RTP in fashion retail supply chains. An overview of these 

codes is provided in Table 5. The table provides names and descriptions for each of the codes, 

along with references to case interviews and illustrative quotes. 

Table 5. Drivers to the adoption and implementation of B2C and B2B RTP in fashion retail supply chains identified during 

the interviews 

Codes Description Cases Illustrative quote 

1. Corrugated 

cardboard 

supply 

disruptions 

Supply chain disruptions and other 

factors may cause corrugated cardboard 

supply disruptions and may lead to an 

increased interest in packaging 

alternatives, like RTP. 

A, E 

“Last year if you wanted to find another supplier of 

paperboard, you’d find the same problem, because online was 

so busy that there simply wasn’t enough supply.” (Case E) 

2. Long-term 

cost reductions 

compared to 

CCBs 

Using RTP may lead to long-term costs 

savings compared to single-use 

packaging. 

F, I 

“We use 40 metric tons per year on polybags, so that’s quite a 

lot of money. If we can save costs on this by using reusable 

packaging, why not?” (Case F) 

3. Sturdiness 

and moisture 

resistance 

compared to 

CCBs 

RTP may be more durable and moisture 

resistant than CCBs, protecting 

products against transport and moisture 

damage. 

C, F, G 
“the [Plastic RTP] are probably a lot more waterproof than 

standard [corrugated cardboard] packaging.” (Case G) 

4. Sustainable 

packaging 

adoption for 

enhanced 

reputation 

Fashion retailers may be driven to adopt 

RTP in their supply chains due to 

increased interests in sustainability. 

They may adopt RTP to improve their 

sustainability reputation. 

A, B, F, 

G, H 

“We’re searching for a balance to contribute to sustainability 

while maintaining the quality of our product. In our search, 

packaging also came up.” (Case A) 

5. Waste 

reduction 

RTP may help reduce the amount of 

waste generated by retailers and 

individuals, leading to a cleaner and 

more sustainable environment. 

C, D, G, 

H 

“from the start I wanted to use as little packaging as possible, 

because I think there is a lot of packaging waste, and [RTP] 

offered the perfect solution.” (Case D) 
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Driver 1. Corrugated cardboard supply disruptions 

Various external factors have led to shortages, fluctuating prices and reduced availability of 

CCBs. As a result, two interviewees suggested that there is an increased interest in alternative 

packaging materials. The interviewee from Case A, representing a women’s footwear brand, 

mentioned that during disruptive economic times, the price and availability of CCBs fluctuate, 

resulting in more required effort to obtain. Likewise, the interviewee from Case E, representing 

a global footwear wholesaler, discussed how during the COVID-19 pandemic packaging prices 

spiked due to a sharp increase in sales from online orders compared to brick-and-mortar stores. 

Both footwear retailers are seeking alternative solutions to mitigate the effects of packaging 

shortages, such as alternative box designs. The fluctuating prices and availability of cardboard 

packaging due to supply chain disruptions did not emerge as a direct driver for being interested 

in adopting RTP. However, it can be argued that RTP offers a more stable pricing structure, 

thus potentially reducing the risks associated with volatile cardboard packaging prices. By 

adopting RTP, companies can ensure a more consistent and predictable cost for packaging 

materials, contributing to their long-term financial stability. 

Driver 2. Long-term cost reductions compared to CCBs 

It is suggested that RTP can result in long-term packaging cost reductions compared to CCBs. 

The interviewee from Case F, representing a global general apparel parent company, stated “We 

use 40 metric tons per year on polybags, so that’s quite a lot of money. If we can save costs on 

this by using reusable packaging, why not?” (Case F). This statement highlights the possibility 

of cost savings when packaging is reused instead of purchasing single-use packaging. It may 

be argued that RTP can result in long-term cost reductions on packaging compared to CCBs. 

The interviewee from RTP-manufacturer A, a manufacturer of bulk reusable plastic transport 

packaging confirmed that reusing packaging several times saves the costs of multiple purchases 

of single-use packaging. On the website of RTP-manufacturer B, a supplier of B2C reusable 

transport totes, several webpages are devoted to supply chain studies explaining how using 

reusable transport packaging has saved costs on the purchases of single-use packaging.  

Besides purchasing, it is mentioned by one case that with the advent of packaging legislation, 

retailers can save on taxes associated with the output of single-use packaging. As mentioned by 

the interviewee from Case I, representing a women’s apparel brand, “Because of the new law 

that is coming about having to use 10 percent [of reusable packaging] for e-commerce, and 40 

percent in a few years, it’s a good push for us to consider alternatives, like reusable packaging.” 

(Case I). This refers to proposals aligned with the European Green Deal for reducing packaging 
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and packaging waste, which will be considered in 2023 by the European Parliament and the 

council to enforce the use of reusable and recyclable packaging materials (European 

Commission, 2022). Additionally, the interviewee from RTP-manufacturer A mentioned that 

retailers in certain countries may be exempt from the EU plastic packaging tax if packaging is 

returned. Nevertheless, it is important to note that only two cases mentioned this topic, and the 

cases that use RTP for e-commerce shipments did not highlight significant cost reductions 

compared to CCBs. Furthermore, as none of the selected cases use B2B RTP, the cost dynamics 

of B2B RTP remain unclear 

Driver 3. Sturdiness and moisture resistance compared to CCBs 

Although the interviewed companies did not use B2B RTP, it is worth considering the potential 

benefits of durability. B2B RTP, made from sturdy and moisture-resistant materials, could 

potentially offer advantages for longer transportation at sea compared to CCBs. During three 

interviews, the potential durability and moisture resistance of reusable packaging was discussed 

in comparison to traditional cardboard packaging. The interviewee from Case F stated “If you 

stack cardboard boxes and these boxes have air in them, after four weeks at sea they collapse. 

In that case it is impossible to cross-dock at our warehouse and you need to devote resources to 

unpacking and repacking them.” (Case F). The interviewee suggested that plastic reusable 

boxes or crates would not encounter the same issue. Additionally, the interviewee from Case 

G, representing a U.S.-based women’s apparel brand, that imports clothes from manufacturers 

in China, mentioned the risk of moisture damage to cardboard boxes and their contents during 

sea travel with moist conditions within the container. Both Case G and RTP-manufacturer 

agreed that plastic RTP is not susceptible to moisture damage. 

Driver 4. Sustainable packaging adoption for enhanced reputation 

Based on the interviews conducted with a selection of fashion retailers, there is evidence to 

suggest a growing interest in sustainable packaging among these retailers. They recognize the 

importance of sustainability in their operations and see the incorporation of RTP into their 

supply chains as a way to enhance their sustainability reputation and appeal to customers, 

investors, and other stakeholders. The positive marketing aspect of being associated with a 

reusable packaging system, as highlighted by an interviewee from Case F, indicates that some 

retailers place value on showcasing their commitment to sustainability. Moreover, cases A and 

B have emphasized the significance of sustainability and acknowledged the potential role of 

RTP in reducing environmental impact. Case B even emphasizes the sourcing of certified 

sustainable packaging in its annual report. Additionally, the interviewee from RTP-
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manufacturer A observes that companies today have a better understanding of their preference 

for reusable or sustainable packaging compared to five years ago. Case F, the parent case of 

various global fashion brands, consistently expresses its intention to increase the adoption of 

reusable packaging through its annual report and paper-based packaging policy. Additionally, 

Case G stands as another example of a fashion retailer leveraging B2C RTP solutions provided 

by RTP-manufacturer B. While the specific motivations behind these companies’ choices may 

vary, it is evident that the desire to align with sustainability goals and the financial implications 

of using single-use packaging are key driving factors for embracing reusable alternatives. 

Driver 5. Waste reduction 

RTP systems have the potential to help reduce the amount of packaging waste generated by 

companies and individuals, leading to a cleaner and more sustainable environment. Case C, an 

Australian online shoe retailer operating in Europe, uses B2C RTP produced by RTP-

manufacturer B and mentions on their website how reusable packaging reduces packaging 

waste. The interviewee from Case D, a Dutch online fashion retailer, started the business using 

the same RTP as Case C and stated the following reason “from the start I wanted to use as little 

packaging as possible, because I think there is a lot of packaging waste, and [RTP-manufacturer 

B] offered the perfect solution”. Both interviewed RTP manufacturers have webpages devoted 

to explaining how RTP can reduce packaging waste. 

4.1.2. Barriers 

The adoption and implementation of RTP in fashion retail supply chains is hindered by various 

barriers, as revealed through the interviews. The findings shed light on the challenges 

experienced in the implementation and considerations against the adoption of both B2C and 

B2B RTP. Passages are grouped under codes relating to the barriers to the implementation of 

B2B and B2C RTP in fashion retail supply chains. An overview of these codes is provided in 

Table 6. The table provides names and descriptions for each of the codes, along with references 

to case interviews and illustrative quotes. 
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Table 6. Drivers to the adoption and implementation of B2C and B2B RTP in fashion retail supply chains identified during 
the interviews 

Codes Description Cases Illustrative quote 

1. Consumer 

behavior and 

understanding 

Consumers’ current throw-away 

behavior and lack of understanding 

about RTP can be a barrier to its 

adoption, as it may not be seen as a 

viable or desirable option. 

A, C, E, 

G, I 

“A challenge is the fact that customers are not really aware of 

our RTP. It is a  great concept, but it does need additional 

explanation” (Case C) 

2. Higher 

material costs 

compared to 

CCBs 

The initial costs of purchasing B2B 

and B2C RTP can be a barrier to its 

adoption, as it may require a 

significant investment upfront. 

B, D, G, I 

“Eventually we didn’t pilot [B2C] RTP, because the investment 

at the time was too high. Those packages are pretty expensive 

to purchase [compared to cardboard].” (Case I) 

3. Logistics 

costs and 

efforts 

The return shipment of empty RTP 

may carry additional costs and 

coordination with third-party logistics 

service providers and could require 

additional storage capacity at the 

recipients’ facilities. 

B, C, E, H 

“The lead time between the manufacturer and warehouse is so 

long that you would need more stock of packaging that takes up 

extra costs.” (Case B) 

4. 

Manufacturer(s) 

with bargaining 

power 

The bargaining power that 

manufacturers have in the fashion 

industry can create a barrier to the 

adoption of B2B reusable transport 

packaging if they produce for many 

fashion retailers. 

G 

“[Corrugated cardboard] is one of those things that they buy in 

huge quantities also for [their other customers]. They would ask 

why our little supply chain is asking for something else.” (Case 

G) 

5. Ownership 

and the 

difficulty of 

allocating 

responsibility 

The issue of ownership of RTP can be 

a barrier to its adoption, as it may not 

be clear who is responsible for 

managing and maintaining it, 

especially in situations of loss or 

damage. 

F, H 

“If a  crate breaks, do we let it go to waste or get in contact with 

the [RTP] supplier? If this means too much work in the process, 

our wholesale customers might get annoyed.” (Case H) 

6. Reduced 

warehouse 

efficiency 

Reduced warehouse efficiency is a 

barrier to the implementation of RTP 

due to required changes to existing 

manual and/or automated packaging 

processes and cross-docking activities 

that are tailored to single-use CCBs. 

A, B, E, 

F, G, H, I 

“If we had to send [orders] from our warehouse [to our B2B 

customers] in these [reusable] boxes ... we’d remove the cross-

docking and do the repacking at our warehouse.” (Case F) 

7. Supply chain 

complexity 

The supply chain complexity 

associated with many suppliers to 

receive from and many B2B and B2C 

customers to ship to can create a 

barrier to the adoption of RTP, as it 

may require significant changes to 

established logistics and supply chain 

processes, especially if wholesalers 

are involved. 

B, E, F 

“if you make 650 thousand options a year with 3000 customers, 

it is like its own operation in itself. For a large company it’s 

much more logistically complex.” (Case B) 

 

Barrier 1. Consumer behavior and understanding 

Several cases discussed challenges with consumers’ understanding and use of RTP. One case 

(Case A) reported that customers are not aware of the concept of reusable packaging and will 

likely continue to throw it away instead of returning it. This indicates that RTP requires a shift 

in consumer behaviors, including reading instructions on how to return the packaging and using 

return labels correctly. The interviewee from Case C, representing a women’s footwear brand, 

mentioned that since customers are unfamiliar with RTP, they treat the packages similarly to 

traditional cardboard boxes, even cutting them open with scissors. Similar experiences were 

shared by Case I, a global sportswear fashion retailer that piloted B2C RTP, stating, “Many 

customers didn’t even read the flyer with instructions; I think it’s very human-like to not like 
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to read those things.” and Case G, which uses the same packaging, mentioning how customers 

mistakenly used the prepaid return label for returning the clothes to RTP-manufacturer B. 

Barrier 2. Higher material costs compared to CCBs 

It is worth noting that the interviews revealed varying perspectives on the material costs of B2B 

RTP compared to CCBs. For example, the interviewee from Case B mentioned the existence of 

high minimum order quantities (MOQs) for purchasing cardboard packaging, which allows for 

lower marginal costs for CCBs. This suggests that a similar supply chain for plastic RTP does 

not exist, leading to relatively higher marginal costs for RTP. However, this observation is 

based on the experience of Case B and may not be applicable to all fashion retailers. Yet, the 

representative of RTP-manufacturer A explained the difficulty of persuading potential B2B 

clients to adopt RTP due to the higher initial investment associated with the material costs. 

While this statement reflects the perspective of RTP-manufacturer A, it is important to consider 

that other manufacturers or companies may have different cost dynamics or strategies in place.  

Views on the cost of B2C RTP by manufacturer B are mixed, with some companies willing to 

pay more for the packaging, while others find it expensive to purchase. The interviewee from 

Case G states “They were relatively affordable; they are actually about the same price as getting 

a [cardboard] box for us” (Case G). While the interviewees from cases D and I explained that 

the reusable packages are more expensive than CCBs, “Those [reusable] packages are pretty 

expensive to purchase … Therefore the investment did not go through” (Case I). The founder 

of RTP-manufacturer B acknowledged that its packages are more expensive to purchase but 

stated that brands ask consumers to pay a small fee to cover some or all the packaging costs. 

Barrier 3. Logistics costs and efforts 

The interviews highlighted significant logistics efforts and costs required for setting up an RTP 

system, which serves as a barrier to adoption. One key challenge mentioned by Case C is the 

need for close collaboration between third-party transporters, the supplier of reusable 

packaging, and the fashion supply chain. Transporters must be aware of how to handle reusable 

packaging, including efficiently working with return labels and effectively returning the 

packages. The interviewee from Case E discussed how large wholesalers collaborate with 

multiple third-party logistics providers, stating “you’d need to make sure that each transporter 

knows what to do with the packaging to collect and return the packages” (Case E).  

Another logistics issue is the storage of empty packages before they are returned. Case E noted 

the limited space at warehouses and stores to store empty packages. There is a trade-off between 
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frequent returns of smaller quantities of empty RTP units, which incurs higher transportation 

costs and emissions per packaging unit but puts less strain on storage capacity, and infrequent 

returns of larger quantities of empty RTP units, which reduces transportation costs and 

emissions but requires more storage space. RTP-manufacturer A argued that limited storage 

capacity is not a challenge for their B2B RTP because their packaging is stackable, nestable, or 

foldable. However, Case H mentioned that several wholesale B2B customers quickly dispose 

of cardboard packaging waste upon arrival at their stores. 

Above all, as transportation distance increases, costs also rise due to the increased resources 

required for transportation, such as fuel and labor. When fashion products are transported via 

third-party logistics service providers, additional fees are charged, further  increasing 

transportation costs. Longer travel distances may also involve passing through multiple hubs, 

resulting in longer lead times and a higher risk of delays and unexpected issues during 

transportation. To mitigate this risk, a larger safety stock of RTP may be necessary to ensure 

efficient and timely transportation of fashion products. This was extensively discussed with the 

interviewee from Case B, “The lead time between the manufacturer and warehouse is so long 

that you would need more stock of packaging that takes up extra costs.” (Case B). Both RTP 

manufacturers A and B acknowledged that larger travel distances may not justify the benefits 

of reducing single-use packaging waste due to the increased carbon footprint of sending the 

transport packages back across the globe. However, retailer C, which uses B2C RTP by 

manufacturer B, mentioned that reusable totes save transportation costs due to their 

compressibility, which reduces the volume shipped when products are returned compared to 

CCBs. 

Barrier 4. Manufacturer(s) with bargaining power 

The fourth barrier occurs when manufacturers produce fashion products for multiple retailers. 

It is not uncommon for first-tier suppliers of smaller fashion retailers to produce fashion 

products for multiple retailers, giving the manufacturers bargaining power. This can make it 

challenging for retailers to set up a B2B RTP system upstream. Manufacturers often purchase 

packaging materials in bulk quantities to save costs, and they may be resistant to using 

alternative packaging materials for a smaller retailer. An example of this barrier is seen in Case 

G, where the retailer requested its supplier to use compostable polybags instead of low-density 

polyethylene polybags. However, the supplier declined the request, “[corrugated cardboard] is 

one of those things that they buy in huge quantities also for [their other customers]. They would 

ask why our little supply chain is asking for something else.” (Case G). RTP-manufacturer A 
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explained that in industries like automotive, businesses have more bargaining power than their 

part suppliers because these suppliers often work exclusively for them. This implies that smaller 

retailers in the fashion industry may face challenges in convincing manufacturers to adopt 

alternative packaging materials due to the manufacturers’ bargaining power. 

Barrier 5. Ownership and the difficulty of allocating responsibility 

The fifth barrier is related to management and maintenance of reusable packages. The 

interviewee from Case F discussed that since their products are sent to more than fifteen 

thousand shipping points, tracking the location of each of these packages would be a huge 

responsibility. The interviewee from Case H mentioned a similar point, asking how a retailer 

can instill accountability for instances of loss or damage to packages, “if a crate breaks, do we 

let it go to waste or get in contact with the [RTP] supplier? If this means too much work in the 

process, our wholesale customers might get annoyed.” (Case H). 

Barrier 6. Reduced warehouse efficiency 

The implementation of RTP systems can lead to reduced warehouse efficiency, primarily due 

to the need to disrupt existing warehouse processes and introduce changes to manual order 

picking and packing. The introduction of RTP may require adjustments to sizing, labeling, and 

handling processes, which can be challenging for workers who are accustomed to standard 

CCBs. For example, Case A mentioned the need to disrupt their labeling system, which is 

designed for CCBs. RTP-manufacturer A also highlighted the challenges of labeling reusable 

plastic boxes, as plastic material behaves differently from corrugated cardboard. 

The interviewee from Case B also raises concerns about replacing B2B packaging with RTP. 

Replacing B2B packaging with RTP can involve additional steps at the distribution center, such 

as unpacking, reloading, and repacking reusable boxes. This additional labor and time can 

impact warehouse efficiency. Scanning and invoicing processes may also become more labor-

intensive when each item needs to be scanned individually. Case I and Case G mentioned that 

packing orders in reusable totes required more time and additional handling compared to 

traditional CCBs. Recording package IDs for traceability purposes was particularly time-

consuming for Case G, “It was so time intensive for us, because we were manually entering all 

the pack IDs” (Case G). 

Automated processes in warehouses, such as folding, sealing, labeling, and wrapping machines 

designed for CCBs, can pose another barrier, as suggested by the interviews. Existing 

automation systems may not be compatible with the different material, dimensions, weight, 
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labeling requirements, and wrapping methods of RTP. Changes to machines and processes 

would be necessary to accommodate RTP, which can be challenging and require additional 

investment. The interviewee from Case B mentions the need to use similar reusable packaging 

units in terms of dimensions, weight, ability to label, and ability to wrap. While RTP-

manufacturer A offers such a reusable alternative, the interviewee acknowledges that labeling 

of plastic requires some changes to the machines, which can be challenging. 

Another efficiency concern is the potential elimination of the cross-docking step at the retailer’s 

warehouse. Cross-docking is a process where inbound boxes are not opened, unpacked, and 

repacked at the distribution center but are stored for transportation to the final customer at a 

later stage. Cross-docking helps increase efficiency at the distribution center, according to 

Cases A and F but it poses challenges for B2B and B2C RTP. Coordinating the use of the same 

physical RTP for both manufacturer-to-distribution center and distribution center-to-store links 

of the supply chain would be necessary for cross-docking, requiring coordination with 

suppliers. In the case that such coordination is not feasible, products must be unpacked and 

repacked at the DC, which carries significant costs. “If we had to send it from our warehouse 

[to our B2B customers] in these [reusable] boxes, we’d have to do the repacking. So then we’d 

remove the cross-docking and do the repacking at our warehouse. We cross-dock 12 million 

boxes, 10 Euros more for each box. You see?” (Case F).  

Barrier 7. Supply chain complexity 

The complexity of the fashion supply chain, characterized by global dispersal of suppliers and 

customers, presents a significant barrier to setting up (return) logistics for RTP. The diverse 

geographical locations of manufacturers, as mentioned by Case F, with suppliers spread across 

countries like Mauritius, Cambodia, Vietnam, and China, pose challenges in returning RTP to 

these various manufacturing sites. Coordinating the logistics and transportation of RTP back to 

the numerous manufacturers becomes a complex task. 

The existence of fashion resellers add extra complexity to this issue. Resellers are not in direct 

contact with the manufacturers of the brands they buy products from. The coordination between 

fashion retailers and third-party dealers, such as resellers and wholesalers, is mentioned to add 

complexities in introducing RTP. The interviewee from RTP-manufacturer A mentioned that 

resellers buy products from several retailers. Likewise, retailers sell products to several 

resellers. Implementation from either the retailer’s or reseller’s side will require coordination 

with the other. For instance, if a retailer wishes to implement B2B RTP, it will have to test the 

feasibility and practicality of the implementation with all wholesale accounts. The interviewee 
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from Case E, a footwear reseller, explained that if one of their suppliers wanted to implement 

B2B RTP, they’d feel resistance due to added handling and storage costs “You’d have to do 

some extra handling for just one supplier … so even just one supplier is a lot of orders that now 

need to be fulfilled in [reusable] boxes.” (Case E). 

4.1.3. Critical success factors 

To overcome barriers and challenges associated with the adoption and implementation of RTP 

in fashion retailers’ supply chains, the cases and RTP-manufacturers explained various 

solutions and interventions, which are coded as CSFs. An overview of these codes is provided 

in Table 7. The table provides names and descriptions for each of the codes, along with 

references to case interviews and illustrative quotes. 

Table 7. CSFs to the implementation of B2C and B2B RTP in fashion retail supply chains identified during the interviews  

Codes Description References Illustrative quote 

1. Committed 

service provision 

by RTP 

manufacturer 

The extent to which the RTP supplier is 

committed to providing quality service, 

including the setup, marketing, and end-of-life 

management can be a CSF in the adoption and 

implementation of RTP. 

D, G 

“They did a really good job at marketing it for us, 

which was nice. To attract customers it is nice” 

(Case G) 

2. Cost-effective 

return logistics 

Balancing the costs of returning RTP to the 

supplier with the benefits of using RTP is a 

CSF. This entails implementing for cost-optimal 

distances. 

A, D 

“[with centralized drop-off points] we have more 

boxes to return per trip than if they were picked up 

from every mailbox, so less expensive per 

package.” (Case A) 

3. Effective 

mechanisms for 

stimulating B2C 

returns 

Informing and incentivizing consumers are 

effective mechanisms for stimulating B2C RTP 

returns 

A, B, C, D, 

E, G 

“Once the package is returned, the customer saves 

10% on the next purchase.” (Case C) 

4. Impact 

assessment 

capabilities 

The ability to measure the environmental and 

financial impact of using RTP is a critical 

success factor for ensuring success and 

sustainability 

E, G 

“I think if you can prove to their management that 

it saves money and what the benefit is from an 

environment perspective, they’d look into it.” 

(Case E) 

5. Invoice 

management 

with transporters 

Effective invoice management with logistics 

stakeholders, such as transporters, is a  CSF for 

the implementation and management of RTP. 

B 

“as long as you’ve got your invoices and 

packaging lists and you have your duty freights in 

place, they will ship what you have how you 

want.” (Case B) 

6. Pooling 

systems 

The use of pooling systems, where multiple 

users share a pool of RTP, is a CSF for reducing 

costs and increasing adoption. 

F 

“We need a distributed system like the Euro 

Pallets where we can buy standard plastic boxes 

for transport and sell them afterwards” (Case F) 

7. RTP design 

based on the 

retailer’s needs 

Designing RTP based on the retailer’s needs is a 

CSF, as it will determine the robustness and the 

degree to which the packaging is compressible, 

foldable, nestable, and a one-on-one 

replacement of CCBs. 

A, C, E 

“[totes] are flexible bags … with [CCBs] you are 

paying for shipping air … and when you also need 

to pay for a return …you want to make shipping as 

efficient as possible and that everything fits to 

size.” (Case C).  

 

CSF 1. Committed service provision by RTP manufacturer 

First, based on the evidence from the interviews, fashion retailers should seek a committed RTP 

manufacturer that provides comprehensive services for setting up an RTP system. The 

interviews highlight how RTP manufacturers play a crucial role in assisting fashion retailers 

throughout the implementation process. RTP-manufacturer A demonstrates a deep 

understanding of their clients’ supply chain dynamics and stakeholders’ roles in handling 
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packaging. They work closely with fashion retailers to design initial solutions for pilot 

programs, taking into account specific needs and requirements. Through iterative 

improvements and scaling, the solutions are customized and optimized for broader 

implementation. Similarly, RTP-manufacturer B offers valuable support to smaller fashion 

companies by providing marketing tools and IT consulting. According to the interviews, they 

assist in creating a seamless experience for both the companies and their customers. Case D and 

supply chain G specifically mentioned the assistance provided by RTP-manufacturer B in 

setting up their B2C RTP systems, including marketing support, resolving IT-related issues, 

and implementing clear reward and label systems, “They did a really good job at marketing it 

for us, which was nice. To attract customers it is nice” (Case G); he would help me with any 

problems, IT-related, inventory-related, etcetera. The reward system and the label system are 

very clear.” (Case D). 

CSF 2. Cost-effective return logistics 

A second CSF is cost-effective return-logistics. This was mentioned by only one case, yet it is 

believed to be a relevant CSF for every retailer that is interested in adopting RTP. The expenses 

of return shipments for RTP should not outweigh the benefits of not having to purchase more 

single-use packaging. The interviewee from Case A, which doesn’t use RTP, explained that 

return shipments will lead to more costs. Therefore, returns should be done efficiently so that 

the expenses of return shipments do not outweigh the benefits of not purchasing more CCBs. 

An example of cost-effective returns is customers returning B2C RTP to central drop-off points 

in a certain region, “because then we have more boxes to return per trip than if they  were picked 

up from every mailbox, so less expensive per box” (Case A). Another way to be cost-effective 

is mentioned by RTP-manufacturer A. The interviewee posits that companies should implement 

B2B RTP for same continent or same country shipments to see the largest carbon footprint 

reduction and cost savings. Shipping RTP back and forth over shorter distances inherently 

reduces the amount of fuel consumed and greenhouse gas emissions generated during 

transportation. Reduced transportation distance also leads to reduced transportation costs. 

CSF 3. Effective mechanisms for stimulating B2C returns 

Another critical success factor is the implementation of effective mechanisms to stimulate 

consumers to return B2C RTP. During the interviews, discussions revolved around actions 

retailers can take, including informing and incentivizing customers to engage in B2C RTP 

return practices. The optionality of B2C RTP was a topic of discussion. Some interviewees 

expressed the belief that making RTP the only choice for receiving products would be the most 
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effective approach. Case A, which does not currently use RTP, mentioned that providing no 

other option than RTP for receiving shoes would encourage consumers to return the packaging. 

On the other hand, Cases C, E, and G emphasized that maintaining the optionality of RTP can 

lead to higher return rates. By giving consumers a choice, they are more likely to be aware of 

the RTP option and actively seek information about it. Supply chain G, for example, 

incorporated a pop-up message into their checkout web page, informing customers about the 

option of RTP and the reward associated with returning it.  

To inform customers, fashion retailers employ various methods. As the founder of Case C 

explained, “we dedicated an entire blog post to [RTP-manufacturer B]. In this way we try to 

immediately remove most questions from the customer.” (Case C). However, the interviewee 

from Case I argues that while companies can attempt to inform their customers as well as 

possible, many consumers do not read instructions or flyers, and a large portion of consumers 

will likely not return RTP. The supply chain has tested a pilot with B2C RTP, which was 

unsuccessful for this reason. The belief that most consumers will not read the instruction and 

therefore not return the packaging is shared by the interviewee form Case B, “customers will 

just keep the package or throw it away.” (Case B). The interviewee from Case D mentions that 

between 40 and 60 percent of customers return the packaging.  

A belief shared by most cases is that incentives will lead to larger return rates. For example, to 

incentivize customers to return RTP, Case C, D, and G offer a discount after [RTP-manufacturer 

B] informs the respective fashion retailer that a package that they used has been returned to one 

of its logistics hubs. The interviewee from Case E also states that rewarding customers with a 

discount on the next order for returning RTP could be effective. Yet, there is still a significant 

portion of consumers that disposes of or keeps the RTP. To cover the costs of lost packaging, 

the companies that use RTP let customers cover most of the purchase costs of the packaging. 

It must be noted that these discussions revolved around B2C RTP, and not B2B RTP. The 

dynamics that result in B2B stakeholders returning packages remain unclear and require further 

investigation. 

CSF 4. Impact assessment capabilities 

A critical success factor is the ability to estimate the impact of an RTP system on both 

environmental and financial performance. This factor is based on evidence from the interviews 

and complementary data. It is crucial for management to consider the investment in an RTP 

system. The barriers highlighted that RTP can be more expensive than CCBs due to higher 
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purchasing costs, return logistics, and the need for process changes. Despite the proposed 

environmental benefits of RTP, such as waste reduction and lower life cycle emissions 

compared to CCBs when reused, justifying the investment can be challenging, as discussed by 

RTP-manufacturer A. This highlights the need for an ability to predict and measure the 

environmental and financial performance of an RTP system. The interviewee from Case E 

mentioned, “I think if you can prove to their management that it saves money and what the 

benefit is from an environment perspective, they'd look into it.” (Case E). The interviewee from 

RTP-manufacturer A explained that the environmental impact of an RTP system needs to be 

explicit for management of fashion retailers to be convinced of such a system. The manufacturer 

has developed an emissions calculator, which uses numerous packaging-related aspects of a 

fashion retailer’s supply chain as inputs, and outputs life cycle emissions, water use, energy 

use, and the amount of solid waste. Customers appreciate such calculations, “my perception is 

that they find it really interesting, because they can see the numbers for their specific use case 

… they can include that in their marketing communications and sustainability reports” (RTP-

manufacturer A).  

CSF 5. Invoice management with transporters 

In line with the need for coordination with third-party logistics service providers, as mentioned 

in the barriers, invoice management is suggested to be a CSF. In the context of RTP, invoice 

management entails accurately tracking and paying invoices from third-party logistics service 

providers based on which packaging is sent back. The interviewee from Case B explained, “as 

long as you’ve got your invoices and packaging lists and you have your duty freights in place, 

they will ship what you have how you want.” (Case B). Although this point was mentioned by 

one case, it is still considered important for fashion retailers to carefully consider invoice 

management to allow for better coordination with logistics service providers .  

CSF 6. Pooling systems 

Pooling systems for RTP similar to the Euro Pallet pool system, where wooden pallets are 

distributed across regions in a decentralized manner, are mentioned to be a potential solution to 

problems associated with empty RTP returns and the allocation of responsibilities, “the [RTP] 

doesn’t necessarily have to come back to us … a wholesale customer in Spain can pay us a fee 

for the [RTP], and then put the [RTP] back into the distributed stream there and get the fee 

back.” (Case F). The interviewee discusses how pooling systems are effective because RTP is 

distributed across multiple regions and can be stored at a nearby depot or logistics hub until 

they are needed for next shipments, eliminating the need to return all empty packaging units 
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back to the sender. Pooling systems are also mentioned to be more cost-effective for businesses, 

as mentioned by RTP-manufacturer A. Given that end-users can rent RTP, they pay periodic 

fees based on packaging usage, which is more financially justifiable than a multi-million-dollar 

investment in an entire inventory of RTP. 

It is important to note that only one case mentioned this point to be a CSF, and that pooling 

systems may have a potential disadvantage. The interviewee from Case A discussed that 

displaying the brand on their B2C packaging is crucial in portraying the value of the product. 

It may be assumed rented B2C packages from an RTP-pool cannot display fashion retail brand 

and have a neutral appearance. 

CSF 7. RTP design based on the retailer's needs 

The evidence from the interviews supports the critical success factor of adopting an RTP 

solution based on the retailer's needs. The design of RTP should align with the specific 

requirements and preferences of fashion retailers. The interviews highlight several factors that 

influence RTP design. Case A, a Dutch footwear retailer, emphasizes the importance of 

durability of B2B RTP in protecting the shoe boxes and maintaining the brand design. On the 

other hand, Case C, an online footwear retailer, mentions the trade-off between flexibility and 

rigidness, “[totes] are flexible bags … with [CCBs] you are paying for shipping air … and when 

you also need to pay for a return …you want to make shipping as efficient as possible and that 

everything fits to size.” (Case C). This suggests that each retailer needs to find the right balance 

based on their specific needs.  

Collapsibility and foldability of RTP are also important considerations. Case E mentions that 

foldable RTP would be more favorable for storage in warehouses or physical stores. RTP-

manufacturer A acknowledges the need to design packaging as efficiently as possible, making 

it foldable or nestable to minimize space requirements. Additionally, the design of RTP should 

consider compatibility with existing processes and systems. Case E, for example, requires RTP 

that can replace CCBs with the same dimensions and weight. RTP-manufacturer A has been 

working on a plastic corrugated alternative for CCBs, ensuring that it can easily integrate into 

existing packaging processes at retailer warehouses and distribution centers. 

4.2. Drivers, barriers, and critical success factors in relation to supply chain 

characteristics 

In this sub-section, the drivers, barriers, and CSFs are examined with respect to various supply 

chain characteristics. Table 8 provides an overview of important supply chain characteristics of 
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the cases selected for this thesis. As previously explained these supply characteristics were 

iteratively identified during the interviews and desk research. It is important to note that certain 

data points are missing or not available in some cases. Therefore, this information is not 

represented in the table.  

Table 8. Overview of important supply chain characteristics of the cases selected for this thesis, e xamining the drivers, 
barriers, and critical success factors (CSFs) with respect to these characteristics.  

  Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E Case F Case G Case H Case I 

Fashion 

retailer type 

Women's 

footwear 

brand 

General 

apparel 

brand 

Women's 

footwear 

brand 

General 

apparel 

brand 

General 

footwear 

reseller 

General 

apparel 

parent 

company 

Women's 

apparel 

brand 

Women's 

apparel 

brand 

Sports 

footwear 

brand 

Employees 56 11500 10 1 16000 17000 5 Missing 8800 

Retailer 

revenue 
Missing $3.7B Missing Missing $8.7B $5.2B Missing Missing $3.5B 

Product output Missing Missing Missing Missing >30M/year Missing Missing Missing Missing 

More than two 

main product 

categories 

No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Packaging 

types used 
CCBs 

CCBs; 

polybags 

B2B CCBs; 

B2C RTP 

B2B CCBs; 

B2C RTP 

CCBs; 

polybags 

CCBs; 

polybags 

CCBs; 

B2C 

RTP; 

polybags 

CCBs 
CCBs; 

polybags 

Number of 

suppliers 
5 ~700 3 10 65 ~500 1 Missing 145 

Suppliers 

beyond 

Europe 

No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

B2C and B2B 

customer 

locations 

Continental 

(Europe) 
Global National National Global Global National National Global 

Number of 

physical stores 
1 ~4000 0 0 626 3000 0 0 12 

Number of 

resellers 
~500 ~3000 Missing 0 0 Missing ~150 Missing 1900 

Warehouse 

location(s) 
Netherlands 

Globally 

dispersed 
Netherlands Netherlands Netherlands 

Globally 

dispersed 
USA Germany 

Globally 

dispersed 

Warehouse 

processes 

automated 

No Partially No No Partially Partially No No Partially 

Cross-docking Partially No No No Partially Partially No No Partially 

 

The characteristics were analyzed in conjunction with the codes and transcripts to explore 

which characteristics influence the occurrence of passages that related to certain codes. The 

links between these codes (i.e., drivers, barriers and critical success factors) and relevant supply 

chain characteristics are conceptualized in Figure 3 and further elaborated in the following sub-

sections. 
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Figure 3. Conceptual model showcasing which supply chain characteristics are relevant for the drivers, barriers, and critical 
success factors to the adoption and implementation of B2C and B2B RTP in fashion retail supply chains  

4.2.1. Drivers in relation to supply chain characteristics  

Several cases mentioned reasons for adopting RTP or reasons for being interested in adopting 

RTP, which were noted as drivers. When examining the supply chain characteristics of the cases 

that mentioned these drivers, inferences can be made (Table 9). 
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Table 9. Suggested links between drivers and supply chain characteristics 

Drivers Suggested links to supply chain characteristics 

1. Corrugated cardboard 

supply disruptions 

Cases with high product outputs that utilize CCBs may be more sensitive to cardboard packaging 

shortages than cases with low outputs. 

2. Long-term cost reductions 

compared to CCBs 

Cases with high product outputs that utilize CCBs may see long term cost-reductions with RTP 

compared to CCBs due to reduced purchases of packages. 

3. Sturdiness and moisture 

resistance compared to CCBs 

Cases with suppliers and customers beyond Europe may benefit from the sturdiness and moisture 

resistance of RTP compared to CCBs. 

4. Sustainable packaging 

adoption for enhanced 

reputation 

Cases in which the retailer has many employees, high revenue, many stores, may use RTP more likely 

as a means to enhance reputation than vice-versa. 

5. Waste reduction 

Cases in which the retailer has few employees, low revenue, few stores, and few suppliers may be more 

likely to view waste reduction as a primary driver for adopting RTP than cases with the opposite 

characteristics. 

 

The cases that mentioned corrugated cardboard supply disruptions (Driver 1) were both 

footwear retailers that heavily relied on corrugated cardboard boxes (CCBs) for packaging. It 

can be inferred that cases with high product outputs and a significant usage of CCBs may be 

more sensitive to cardboard packaging shortages than cases with lower outputs. However, it is 

worth noting that other types of large, globalized retailers, despite using substantial amounts of 

transport packaging, did not mention this issue. One possible explanation could be that the 

interviewees did not have sufficient knowledge of the CCB purchasing practices in their supply 

chains. 

Regarding long-term cost reductions (Driver 2), only two of the retailers recognized this as a 

driver for adopting RTP. Yet, both retailers have high product outputs and use CCBs for all 

shipments. It can be inferred that cases with high product outputs that utilize CCBs may see 

long term cost-reductions with RTP compared to CCBs due to reduced purchases of packages. 

The lack of recognition of cost reductions could be attributed to a lack of awareness about RTP 

and its benefits. 

Cases that shipped internationally over sea acknowledged the sturdiness and moisture resistance 

of RTP compared to CCBs (Driver 3). This characteristic is particularly beneficial for cases 

with suppliers and customers beyond Europe. 

Cases in which the retailer has many employees, high revenue, many stores, may use RTP from 

a reputation and marketing standpoint (Driver 4). Some of these cases acknowledged the 

potential waste reduction benefits of RTP (Driver 5), their motivations seemed to be primarily 

driven by the desire to improve their reputation and appeal to customers and shareholders. This 

suggests that for larger organizations, sustainability initiatives, including RTP implementation, 
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are often seen as strategic marketing tools rather than solely driven by waste reduction concerns. 

On the other hand, smaller fashion retailers with few employees and physical stores 

demonstrated a greater willingness to reduce waste by adopting RTP (Driver 5). Despite their 

limited scale, cases that adopted B2C RTP actively pursued RTP to contribute to sustainability 

efforts and reduce packaging waste in the fashion industry. 

4.2.2. Barriers in relation to supply chain characteristics 

The adoption and implementation of RTP in fashion retailers' supply chains are influenced by 

various barriers, which can be understood in relation to specific supply chain characteristics  

(Table 10). Understanding these barriers in relation to specific supply chain characteristics is 

crucial for successfully integrating RTP in the fashion industry.  

Table 10. Suggested links between barriers and supply chain characteristics 

Barriers Suggested links to supply chain characteristics 

1. Consumer behavior and 

understanding 

Cases that exclusively use CCBs for B2C shipments may be less likely to express optimism about 

consumers' willingness to change their throw-away behavior than cases that are already utilizing RTP. 

2. Higher material costs 

compared to CCBs 

Cases with large product outputs and where the retailer has high revenues may benefit from economies 

of scale with the purchase of CCBs, making RTP relatively more expensive. In contrast cases with the 

opposite characteristics may pay relatively more for CCBs, potentially making the cost difference with 

RTP smaller. 

3. Logistics costs and efforts 

Cases involving many suppliers (within and beyond Europe), physical stores, resellers, where travel 

distances from and to the warehouse and (B2C and B2B) customers are large are likely to experience 

more logistics costs and efforts than vice-versa. 

4. Manufacturer(s) with 

bargaining power 

Cases with a small product output may be more likely to work with manufacturers that produce fashion 

products for multiple retailers than cases with a large product output, limiting the bargaining power for 

retailers to implement B2B RTP with their manufacturers. 

5. Ownership and the 

difficulty of allocating 

responsibility 

Cases involving many suppliers, physical stores, and resellers may experience more difficulties with 

ownership and accountability for instances of loss or damage of RTP than vice versa. 

6. Reduced warehouse 

efficiency 

Cases with large product outputs that use CCBs, that have at least partially automated warehouse 

processes, and that cross-dock orders at the warehouse may be more likely to experience reduced 

warehouse efficiency than vice-versa, potentially leading to more costs. 

7. Supply chain complexity 

Cases with many suppliers (within and beyond Europe), physical stores, and resellers may be more 

likely to experience difficulties arising from supply chain complexity than cases with few suppliers, 

stores, and resellers. 

 

The first significant barrier that emerged was consumer behavior and understanding (Barrier 1) 

This barrier has varying impacts depending on the specific supply chain characteristics, 

particularly in the context of B2C RTP. Cases that have already embraced B2C RTP and 

incorporated sustainability as a core aspect of their business demonstrate a stronger 

commitment to addressing challenges related to consumer behavior. They recognize that 

consumers are not accustomed to returning fashion transport packaging but are more optimistic 
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about consumers' willingness to change their behavior. On the other hand, cases that exclusively 

use CCBs express less optimism about consumers' willingness to adopt new behaviors and 

participate in RTP initiatives. 

Another barrier was the higher material costs of RTP compared to CCBs (Barrier 2). This 

barrier has different implications depending on the specific supply chain characteristics, 

particularly in terms of product outputs and revenue levels. Large fashion retailers with high 

product outputs and significant revenues may benefit from economies of scale when purchasing 

CCBs, which can make RTP relatively more expensive in comparison. These retailers often 

purchase cardboard in large quantities, taking advantage of lower costs due to bulk purchases 

and economies of scale. In contrast, smaller retailers that have embraced B2C RTP and operate 

on a smaller scale face different cost dynamic. With fewer daily orders to fulfill, they may be 

willing to pay a higher price for reusable transport packages, prioritizing sustainability over 

cost savings. 

The next barrier to the adoption and implementation of RTP in fashion retailer supply chains is 

logistics costs and efforts (Barrier 3). This barrier may be particularly relevant for cases that 

have a large number of suppliers, both within and beyond Europe, as well as physical stores 

and resellers. When travel distances from and to the warehouse, as well as to both B2C and 

B2B customers, are extensive, the logistics costs and efforts associated with RTP 

implementation are likely to be higher. Managing a complex supply chain with multiple 

logistics service providers is suggested to become more challenging and time-consuming, 

requiring additional resources and coordination efforts. 

Furthermore, it is suggested that the bargaining power of manufacturers (Barrier 4), linked to 

the number of products they output, impacts RTP adoption. This barrier may be particularly 

relevant for cases with a small product output, as they may be more likely to work with 

manufacturers that produce fashion products for multiple retailers. In such cases, the retailers' 

bargaining power to implement B2B RTP with their manufacturers may be limited. Although 

this specific barrier was mentioned by only one case (Supply chain G), it is plausible that 

manufacturers may be hesitant to accommodate a retailer's request to use B2B RTP if they have 

multiple retailer clients. 

Ownership and the difficulty of allocating responsibilities (Barrier 5) present challenges in 

supply chains that involve multiple suppliers, physical stores, and resellers. As the number of 

stakeholders increases, it becomes more difficult to track the whereabouts of individual RTP 

packages and allocate responsibility for instances of loss or damage. This barrier may be 
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particularly relevant for cases with a larger number of suppliers, physical stores, and resellers, 

where the complexity of the supply chain exacerbates the challenges related to ownership and 

accountability, as suggested during the interviews. 

The implementation of B2C and B2B RTP may lead to reduced warehouse efficiency (Barrier 

6), particularly for cases with large product outputs, automated warehouse processes, and cross-

docking operations. RTP packages require different manual packing and labeling procedures 

compared to CCBs, initially taking more time to process at the warehouse. This additional 

processing time can create challenges for larger fashion retailers that handle high volumes of 

products daily. Additionally, when cross-docking is implemented, the complexity and length of 

the package supply chain increase, as packages need to travel from the upstream stakeholder to 

the downstream stakeholder. This trade-off between lengthening the supply chain for reusable 

transport packages and the additional resources required for unpacking and repacking B2B 

customer orders can impact efficiency. Furthermore, (partial) mechanical automation of 

warehouse processes is often designed for CCBs, necessitating configuration changes to 

accommodate RTP. Large organizations with standardized operations and high shipping 

volumes may be resistant to changes that reduce the efficiency provided by standardization. 

The adoption of RTP can be hindered by supply chain complexity (Barrier 7), particularly for 

cases with multiple suppliers, physical stores, and resellers. Retailers with a large number of 

shipping points and suppliers located in various countries may face challenges in establishing 

B2B and/or B2C RTP systems. Coordinating with numerous stakeholders throughout the 

supply chain, both upstream and downstream, and ensuring an adequate stock of reusable 

transport packages at each stakeholder location becomes increasingly difficult as the size and 

complexity of the retailer's supply chain grows. 

4.2.3. Critical success factors in relation to supply chain characteristics 

To overcome the barriers and challenges associated with the adoption and implementation of 

RTP in fashion retailers' supply chains, several CSFs were identified during the interviews. 

While these CSFs are generally applicable to most fashion retailers adopting or implementing 

RTP, differences based on supply chain characteristics were also observed and these links were 

explored (Table 11).  
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Table 11. Suggested links between critical success factors and supply chain characteristics 

Critical success factors Suggested links to supply chain characteristics 

1. Committed service 

provision by RTP 

manufacturer 

While this CFS is possibly relevant for all cases, it may be especially beneficial for cases with few 

employees working at the retailer due to limited capacity for implementing RTP. 

2. Cost-effective return 

logistics 

While this CSF is possibly relevant for all implementations of RTP, cases with high output volumes, 

many physical stores and resellers, and where distances between (B2C and B2B) customers and 

warehouses are large, setting up cost-effective return logistics is especially important. 

3. Effective mechanisms for 

stimulating B2C returns 
(Not applicable) 

4. Impact assessment 

capabilities 
(Not applicable) 

5. Invoice management with 

transporters 
(Not applicable) 

6. Pooling systems 

While this CSF is possibly relevant for all cases, cases that involve many suppliers (within and beyond 

Europe), physical stores, and resellers and where distances between (B2C and B2B) customers and 

warehouses are large, pooling systems may be more beneficial for RTP than vice-versa due to reduced 

risk. 

7. RTP design based on the 

retailer's needs 

Cases with large product outputs that utilize CCBs, where warehouse processes are (partially) 

automated, and/or where cross-docking is involved at the warehouse, RTP design based on retailer's 

needs may be more important than vice-versa. 

 

The importance of committed service provision by RTP manufacturers (CSF 1) was recognized 

as a crucial factor in the adoption and implementation of RTP. This CSF was mentioned by two 

cases that have implemented B2C RTP. It can be inferred that cases with a smaller number of 

employees may have limited capacity to independently set up a B2C RTP system. In such cases, 

the commitment and support provided by RTP manufacturers play a significant role in ensuring 

a successful implementation process for fashion retailers. 

Cost-effective return logistics (CSF 2) was identified as another critical success factor for the 

implementation of RTP, and its relevance extends to various supply chain characteristics. While 

mentioned by only one case, it may hold particular importance for retailers with high output 

volumes, numerous physical stores, and resellers, as well as significant distances between 

customers and warehouses in both B2C and B2B contexts. For retailers operating in smaller 

regions like the Netherlands, where national third-party logistics service providers and drop-off 

locations can be readily deployed, setting up efficient return logistics becomes even more 

crucial. It is suggested that by streamlining the return processes, retailers can achieve cost 

efficiency in managing the return of reusable transport packages. 

Furthermore, pooling systems (CSF 6) emerged as a potentially beneficial approach for 

implementing RTP in fashion retailers' supply chains, and its relevance extends to various cases. 
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Particularly for cases involving multiple suppliers, physical stores, and resellers, as well as 

significant distances between customers and warehouses in both B2C and B2B contexts,  

pooling systems can offer advantages over individual ownership of reusable transport packages. 

This approach was suggested by one fashion retailer and supported by RTP-manufacturer A. 

By adopting pooling systems, fashion retailers may be able to leverage shared usage of RTP 

among multiple participants, reducing the complexity and cost associated with managing RTP 

in extensive supply chain networks.  

Above all, RTP selection and design based on the retailer's needs (CSF 7) emerged as a critical 

success factor, especially for larger fashion retailers with significant product outputs, automated 

warehouse processes, and involvement in cross-docking operations. In such cases, the design 

of RTP should align with the specific needs and requirements of the retailer. Custom-designed 

RTP that can seamlessly integrate into existing automated systems is essential to ensure 

compatibility and optimize efficiency in warehouse operations. The ability to replace CCBs 

with RTP that is tailored to the retailer's specific requirements enables a smooth transition and 

maximizes the benefits of adopting RTP in their supply chain. 

For three CSFs, no interesting links with supply chain characteristics were identified, which are 

effective mechanisms for stimulating B2C returns (CSF3), impact assessment capabilities 

(CSF4), and invoice management with transporters (CSF5). It is possible that during the 

interviews, the cases did not specifically address the issue of stimulating B2C returns (CSF3) 

or did not provide noteworthy insights related to supply chain characteristics. Alternatively, it 

could indicate that B2C returns were not a significant focus or concern for the interviewed 

cases, leading to limited discussion on this CSF. Additionally, The absence of notable links 

between impact assessment capabilities (CSF4) and supply chain characteristics might indicate 

that the cases did not extensively discuss or emphasize the importance of impact assessment 

capabilities in relation to their supply chain characteristics. It is possible that impact assessment 

capabilities were not seen as a critical factor influencing the adoption and implementation of 

RTP within their specific supply chains. Finally, the lack of identified links between invoice 

management with transporters (CSF5) and supply chain characteristics may suggest that invoice 

management with transporters was not a major point of discussion during the interviews or was 

not perceived as a significant factor influenced by specific supply chain characteristics. The 

cases may not have provided substantial insights or experiences related to the interplay between 

invoice management and their supply chain characteristics.  
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5. Discussion 

5.1. Theoretical implications 

The research questions that this thesis aimed to answer were as follow: (1) “What are the 

drivers, barriers, and critical success factors (CSFs) to the adoption and implementation of B2C 

and B2B reusable transport packaging (RTP) within fashion retail supply chains?” and (2) 

“How do fashion retail supply chain characteristics influence these drivers, barriers, and 

CSFs?”. In this sub-section, answers to the research questions are given, and the drivers, 

barriers, and CSFs found in the empirical study are discussed in relation to the literature to find 

important connections, and implications. It is important to note that the absence of some factors 

in the interviews does not undermine their potential relevance or importance. The focus and 

context of the interviews may have influenced the topics discussed, and further research or 

exploration of these factors could provide valuable insights into the broader considerations and 

implications of implementing reusable packaging within fashion retail supply chains. 

5.1.1. Drivers 

In terms of drivers, some of the cases acknowledged the role that they can play in waste 

reduction through packaging alternatives such as RTP, which helps meet their sustainability 

goals and improve their reputation. Furthermore, in conjunction with corrugated cardboard 

supply disruptions and reduced purchases of single-use packaging, RTP may offer cost-

reductions compared to CCBs. In total, five drivers were identified during the interviews. 

Corrugated cardboard supply disruptions may lead to an increased interest in packaging 

alternatives. The fashion industry is heavily reliant on fiberboard, which is used to create 

corrugated cardboard boxes (CCBs). Supply chains disruptions affect the price of fiberboard, 

and RTP could provide a more stable option. It must be noted that none of the cases explicitly 

mentioned this as a primary driver for RTP, but for sustainable packaging alternatives. Yet, it 

is possible that when fashion retailers use a large amount of CCBs to fulfill millions of B2B 

and B2C orders per year, their margins are more affected by sudden price spikes than fashion 

retailers that fulfill thousands of orders per year. This driver does not appear in the literature 

and requires more verification to determine its validity, as none of the cases explicitly 

mentioned this to be a driver of RTP specifically.  

Moving on, using RTP can lead to long-term cost savings compared to single use packaging 

due to reduced purchases of single-use packages. Similar to the first driver, this depends on 

how much packaging is used in total. The findings imply that fashion retailers that fulfill 
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relatively few orders might benefit more because they pay more for CCBs than retailers that 

purchase them with minimum order quantities (MOQs). Savings on the purchase of single-use 

packaging is also mentioned by Lee (1999) and Rosenau et al. (1996). The plastic packaging 

tax by the EU, as described in Eur-Lex (2019) did not prove to be an important driver for 

considering RTP, as only one of the interviewees mentioned this. A reason for this might be 

that this tax is aimed at plastics, and not CCBs.  

Another finding is that RTP may be more durable and moisture resistant than CCBs, protecting 

products against transport and moisture damage. For supply chains that are globalized and 

reliant on sea transport, the moisture resistance aspect might be more important than for supply 

chains links that cover land. Durable plastic protects products better from damage than 

corrugated cardboard (Gardas et al., 2019).  

Fashion retailers may also be driven to adopt RTP in their supply chains due to increased 

interests in sustainability. They may adopt RTP to improve their sustainability reputation. The 

larger cases appeared especially interested due to the possibility to improve their environmental 

reputation. The potential for improved reputation is also extensively discussed by  Ellsworth-

Krebs et al. (2022). However, there is no specific mentioning of consumers demanding 

sustainability by any of the interviewees, as is mentioned by Kumar Shetty and Subrahmanya 

Bhat (2022). Yet the interviewed cases acknowledged the significance of sustainability as a 

crucial aspect within the fashion industry.  

Above all, RTP can help reduce the amount of waste generated by retailers and individuals, 

leading to a cleaner and more sustainable environment. The cases that have implemented B2B 

have done so for B2C shipments and acknowledges that waste reduction was a primary driver. 

These were relatively small cases in terms of number of employees and not having any physical 

stores. With respect to the literature on reusable packaging, from an environmental perspective, 

the potential for waste reduction is regarded as an important driver by Twede & Clarke (2008).  

Mentioned in the literature but not in the interviews is increased information availability and 

transparency (Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022). This is likely due to this driver being more relevant 

for B2B RTP, which none of the cases use, and retailers that operate on a large scale. The 

participants of large cases that were interviewed possibly were not aware of the benefits that 

increased knowledge availability could have if RTP with tracking features were to exist. 

Another topic that was found in the literature but was not recognized by any of the cases is 

reduced cycle time due to workflow improvements with RTP caused by less disposal 
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management of CCBs (Gardas et al., 2019). This is possibly due to none of the participants 

from the larger cases being heavily involved in warehouse operations. 

5.1.2. Barriers 

In terms of barriers, RTP adoption and implementation is suggested to be hindered by various 

factors. These are related to consumer behavior, the large initial investment costs of RTP, 

potential reductions to warehouse efficiency, a difficult fit into supply chains that are complex, 

and required coordination with supply chain stakeholders. 

To start, as was discussed in multiple interviews, consumers' current throw-away behavior and 

lack of understanding about RTP can be a barrier to its adoption, as reusable packaging may 

not be seen as a viable or desirable option. This negatively impacts the ability of fashion retailers 

to ensure that customers return packages (Fashion For Good, 2021). Consumer non-interest and 

non-acceptance of returnable packaging is a concern also mentioned by Long et al. (2022). 

Cases that have implemented B2C RTP appear committed to resolve such challenges, whereas 

some cases that have not implemented any type of RTP appear doubtful whether such issues 

can be resolved.  

It is found that the initial costs of purchasing B2B and B2C RTP can also be a barrier to its 

adoption, as it may require a significant investment upfront, particularly for large fashion 

retailers with high product outputs. An aversion to short-term investments conflicts with the 

driver of long-term cost reductions.  Several literature reviews extensively discuss concerns 

about initial investments, which is in line with this finding (Coelho et al., 2020; Glock, 2017; 

Mahmoudi & Parviziomran, 2020).  

Furthermore, the return shipment of empty RTP carries additional logistics costs and adds 

complexity through coordination with third-party logistics service providers and storage 

requirements at recipients’ facilities. Improper coordination may result in cases of loss, 

resulting in more waste production. In the literature, return shipments over large distances, 

which entail long lead times are said to be more expensive and unsustainable than shipments 

over short distances with short lead times (Bradley & Corsini, 2023; Gardas et al., 2019; 

Mahmoudi & Parviziomran, 2020). Long-term cost reduction as a driver may be affected by 

transportation costs for larger distances with longer lead times. The interviews suggest that this 

barrier is dependent on the size of a retailer’s supplier and vendor network, especially when 

stakeholders scattered internationally. Also, the number of logistics service providers are 

believed to affect the amount of time and effort spent on engaging these stakeholders  
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Besides, specific to smaller fashion retailers, the bargaining power that manufacturers have can 

create a barrier to the adoption of B2B reusable transport packaging if they produce for many 

fashion retailers. This is not explicitly mentioned in literature, but believed to be relevant for 

the fashion industry, and requires more research.  

Another barrier is ownership of RTP and allocating responsibility is somewhat discussed by 

(Motowidlak & Tokarski, 2022), who state that a potential disruption in the implementation of 

returnable packaging in e-commerce is the difficulty in determining liability for damage. The 

size of a retailer’s supplier and vendor network is suggested to affect this barrier. If retailers 

own the packaging, this determination can be troublesome, whereas if a different form of 

ownership were the case, such as a lease system, liability is determined by the pooling 

organization. Ultimately, responsibilities need be set up to ensure the least number of losses 

and reduce waste as much as possible. 

More importantly, reduced warehouse efficiency can be a barrier to the implementation of RTP 

due to possible required changes to existing manual and/or automated packaging processes. 

This is found to depend on the number of orders handled, the extent of warehouse automation, 

and the use of cross-docking. The integration into existing operations is mentioned by Coelho 

et al. (2020) and Fashion For Good (2021) as a challenging process. Ellsworth-Krebs et al. 

(2022) discuss how such integration requires significant investments if changes are necessary 

to existing machinery that is fit to CCBs. Such investments conflict with the driver of long-term 

cost reductions. One aspect of warehouse efficiency that was not explicitly found in literature 

is cross docking. In the context of fashion retailer supply chains, cross-docking reduced the 

number of resources needed at warehouses to unpack and pack (primarily B2B) orders. The 

implementation of B2B RTP can be challenging if retailers cross-dock orders because it 

necessitates either unpacking and repacking orders into RTP or requiring the same RTP to be 

used throughout the entire supply chain from the supplier to the B2B customer. This limitation 

poses a potential disadvantage as it may increase handling and logistics complexities, 

potentially leading to additional costs, time delays, and a higher risk of errors or mismatches 

during the cross-docking process. 

The last barrier, as is mentioned in the results, supply chain complexity associated with many 

suppliers to receive from and many B2B and B2C customers to ship to can create a barrier to 

the adoption of RTP, as it may require significant changes to established logistics and supply 

chain processes, especially if wholesalers are involved. Globalized supply chains with multiple 

suppliers is mentioned by Bradley and Corsini (2023) to make the implementation of RTP more 
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complex due to the required standardization of processes by all supply chain stakeholders to 

handle RTP. Additionally, sufficient availability of packaging at all locations is hard to achieve 

for globalized supply chains, which is also mentioned by Bradley and Corsini (2023). 

Mentioned in the literature but not in the interviews is the lack of governmental support 

(Ellsworth-Krebs et al., 2022). This is possibly due to a lack of large fashion retailers 

implementing RTP and an unawareness by participants about the implications of plastic 

packaging taxes. Another topic that wasn’t addressed by any of the interviewees was the 

seasonality of the fashion industry (Čiarnienė & Vienažindienė, 2014). One possible 

explanation is that the focus of the interviews may have primarily centered around the adoption 

and implementation of RTP, rather than delving into broader industry-specific topics such as 

seasonality. Additionally, participants have not been specifically asked about the seasonality 

aspect during the interviews. 

5.1.3. Critical success factors 

In terms of CSFs, the successful implementation of RTP in fashion retail supply chains may be 

enabled through various actions and interventions, such as implementing RTP for supply chain 

links that enable cost-effective return logistics, employing effective mechanisms for stimulating 

RTP returns, designing RTP based on the retailer’s specific needs. Seven critical success factors 

(CSFs) were identified through semi-structured interviews, and these can be aligned with 

exiting literature to varying degrees. 

The first CSF is the commitment of the RTP suppliers in providing quality service, 

encompassing the setup, marketing, and end-of-life management is not explicitly mentioned in 

literature to be a prerequisite for successful implementation of RTP. Yet this finding suggests 

that RTP-manufacturers play an important role in facilitating the implementation of reusable 

packaging into fashion retail supply chains. For example, both RTP-manufacturers take care of 

the end-of-life phase for their customers, which is stated to be a well-appreciated service by 

their customers. Managing the end-of-life phase of RTP so that it is set up for recycling is 

mentioned in literature to be crucial for the overall sustainability of an RTP system (Bradley & 

Corsini, 2023). Furthermore, RTP-manufacturers can aid fashion retailers in setting up pilot 

programs to test the feasibility of RTP in various applications.  

The findings from the interviews also suggest that the costs associated with returning RTP 

should not outweigh the benefits derived from its usage (i.e., returns should be cost effective). 

Implementing RTP for cost-effective supply chain elements plays a vital role in achieving a 

balance in this respect. For instance, it was suggested that high volumes of orders in the same 
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country with national third-party logistics service providers is more cost-effective than 

international shipments. Existing literature emphasizes the importance of an efficient 

reverse/return logistics network (Mahmoudi & Parviziomran, 2020) and the use of nestable, 

collapsible, and foldable containers that can be stacked in the fullest capacity of the 

transportation medium (Gardas et al., 2019). Additionally, studies also show that maximizing 

daily average volumes and minimizing empty returns are strategies that contribute to cost 

optimization (Mollenkopf et al., 2005; Twede & Clarke, 2005).  

Moving on, informing and incentivizing consumers are suggested to be effective mechanisms 

for stimulating B2C RTP returns, thereby reducing waste. Informing consumers can create 

awareness. In the literature, increasing consumer awareness is identified as a key factor 

impacting the adoption of reusable packaging (Bradley & Corsini, 2023). Incentivizing the 

consumers by means of offering rewards or discounts is also proven to be effective in 

stimulating returns (Coelho et al., 2020). It is implicated that due to the higher material costs 

compared to CCBs, high RTP return rates are important for the overall financial feasibility of 

the system.  

Another CSF highlights the significance of being able to measure the environmental and 

financial impact of using RTP. This can be done to improve the potential for commitment by 

top management. Top management commitment is crucial for ensuring the success and 

sustainability of RTP implementation (Gardas et al., 2019).  

Invoice management with logistics stakeholders, such as transporters, is identified as  another 

CSF. This involves organizing return logistics for RTP and aligning the activities of various 

stakeholders, which are also found by Demajorovic et al. (2019) to be important prerequisites 

for successful implementation. With invoice management, tracking packaging and allocating 

responsibilities is enabled to reduce instances of loss or damage, promoting waste reduction 

and reducing logistics costs and efforts  

The next CSF relates to the use of pooling systems, wherein multiple users share a common 

pool of RTP. This approach is mentioned by one fashion retailer to reduce the costs and risks 

of RTP.  It is suggested that with pooling systems, there is no need to buy RTP or pay for return 

shipments. However, it is important to exercise caution when interpreting this finding, 

considering the potential existence of multiple RTP logistics system designs with varying forms 

of ownership and responsibility, each more or less suitable for specific applications (Mahmoudi 

& Parviziomran, 2020). Nonetheless, it is worth noting that pooling systems for packaging are 

not a novel concept, as they are already utilized for Euro pallets. This existing use provides a 
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counterargument to the scrutiny and suggests that, for globalized fashion supply chains, pooled 

RTP systems may indeed help mitigate risks for the users of RTP. 

Last, RTP-designs based on fashion retailer’s needs is found to be important by three cases and 

the two manufacturers. Findings indicate that robustness and compressibility of the packaging, 

as well as the ability to nest and serve as a one-on-one replacement for current packaging 

systems, are important factors driving adoption to optimize logistics costs and efforts. For 

fashion retailers that have automated many packaging processes for warehouse efficiency, it is 

implicated that RTP that fits directly into the production line without any changes to machines 

is more suitable for adoption. Although this is not explicitly mentioned in literature, it aligns 

with the practical insights gained from the interviews conducted in this study. 

Mentioned in the literature but not during the interviews, is the use of large containers, as 

highlighted by Twede & Clarke (2005). Also mentioned in the literature but not addressed in 

the interviews is the implementation of traceability systems with tracking technologies, as 

emphasized Alcayaga et al. (2019). The omission of this factor in the interviews could be 

attributed to the focus of the discussions, which primarily centered around the practical aspects 

of RTP adoption and the operational considerations within the fashion retail supply chains 

rather than the specific technological features of traceability systems. Similarly, the mention of 

open data standards as a CSF by Ellsworth-Krebs et al. (2022) was not raised in the interviews. 

The absence of this topic could be attributed to the limited awareness or emphasis on the 

potential benefits of standardized data exchange and its impact on liability issues within the 

context of RTP implementation. Additional CSFs not discussed in the interviews include lean 

support and optimized inventory management, as highlighted by Gardas et al. (2019). The lack 

of mention of these factors in the interviews may be due to the specific focus and scope of the 

discussions, which may have centered more on the broader aspects of RTP adoption, and the 

specific challenges and considerations faced by the participating fashion retailers and 

manufacturers.  

5.2. Limitations and recommendations for further research 

This thesis knows several limitations. First, the most important limitation is the reliance on a 

single interviewee per case representing the fashion retailer. While these interviewees possess 

knowledge and insights about their respective supply chains, the lack of input from other  

stakeholders involved in the downstream and upstream segments restricts the understanding of 

RTP implementation across the entire fashion retail supply chain. By focusing only on the 

perspectives of fashion retailers, the findings and discussion points presented in this thesis may 
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not fully capture the complexities and dynamics that exist within the broader supply chain 

network. Given the interconnected nature of supply chains, it is crucial to include multiple 

stakeholders in future research. This would involve incorporating perspectives from suppliers, 

manufacturers, logistics providers, and even customers who are integral to the implementation 

and use of RTP. By including a diverse range of actors, a more complete and nuanced analysis 

of the drivers, barriers, and critical success factors of RTP adoption can be achieved. 

Furthermore, exploring the perspectives and interactions of various stakeholders would shed 

light on the challenges and opportunities that different actors face in implementing RTP. It 

would enable a more accurate assessment of the benefits and limitations associated with 

reusable packaging and facilitate the identification of collaborative approaches and initiatives 

that promote its widespread adoption across the fashion retail supply chain. 

Second, since the study adopted a qualitative strategy, the results are susceptible to biased 

interpretations from the researcher, respondents, and the situational context. Different 

perspectives and subjective judgments could have influenced the findings. Further research may 

employ a mixed methods approach to enhance the validity and reliability of the findings 

(Creswell, 2014). This could be done by conducting surveys or collecting quantitative data 

about fashion retail supply chains to complement and validate the qualitative insights obtained 

initially.  

Third of the cases that have implemented or piloted RTP, only B2C RTP was considered. This 

limits the generalizability of RTP to B2B shipments between manufacturers, suppliers, fashion 

retailers and resellers. Also, these B2C returnable packages are from the same manufacturer. 

This restricts the examination of different types, designs, or characteristics of returnable 

packages available in the market. Further research could conduct a comparative analysis of B2C 

and B2B RTP implementation in fashion retail supply chains to investigate the adoption and 

impact of returnable transport packaging not only at the consumer-facing end but also across 

the entire supply chain, including manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, and other stakeholders. 

Additionally expanding the investigation to include RTP solutions from multiple manufacturers 

in similar contexts would provide a more comprehensive understanding of the various options 

available in the market. This would enable the exploration of different design features, material 

characteristics, durability, compatibility with existing systems, and other factors that may 

influence the successful adoption and implementation of RTP. 

Fourth, the interviewed actors may not have possessed the most relevant technical knowledge 

concerning their supply chain when discussing the implementation of RTP. Their limited 
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understanding or expertise in specific technical aspects could have influenced the depth and 

accuracy of the discussions. Further research can include technical experts or professionals who 

possess specialized knowledge of supply chain operations and RTP implementation. By 

including technical experts, such as supply chain managers, logistics professionals, packaging 

engineers, or sustainability specialists, researchers can delve deeper into the technical 

intricacies and challenges associated with RTP implementation.  

Fifth, there are likely some data quality issues due to the use of semi-structured interviews 

related to reliability, forms of bias, and validity, as discussed by Saunders et al. (2012). The 

reliability of the data collected through semi-structured interviews may be impacted by the 

consistency and dependability of the participants' responses. Variations in responses or 

inconsistencies in the information provided could introduce uncertainty into the study. There 

might be biases present in the data collected through semi-structured interviews. Biases can 

emerge from the participants' perspectives, experiences, or preferences, potentially influencing 

the data collected and the resulting findings. Finally, the validity of the data collected through 

semi-structured interviews refers to the extent to which the data accurately represent s the 

phenomena under investigation, namely the adoption and implementation of RTP in fashion 

retail supply chains. Factors such as participants' recall accuracy, social desirability bias, or the 

interviewer's influence could affect the validity of the findings. 

Finally, this thesis provided an overview of the important supply chain characteristics of the 

selected. It is essential to acknowledge that certain data points were missing or not available in 

some cases, leading to incomplete information reflected in the table. This limitation should be 

taken into consideration when interpreting the results and may impact the comprehensiveness 

of the analysis. 

5.3. Recommendations for Supply Value B.V. 

In order to promote the adoption and implementation of B2C and B2B RTP within their fashion 

clients’ supply chains, Supply Value B.V. can take several actions. For instance , consultants 

working at fashion retailers can use the barriers and CSFs to explore opportunities to run pilots 

of RTP in B2B and B2C contexts. Furthermore, leveraging their independence and subject 

matter expertise, Supply Value B.V. may conduct a request for quotation process on behalf of 

their clients to identify the most suitable RTP manufacturer. This approach allows Supply Value 

B.V. to engage different suppliers and manufacturers in the market and provide their fashion 

retail clients with a range of effective and tailored solutions, capitalizing on the collective 

knowledge and capabilities available. By maintaining their independence, Supply Value B.V. 
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ensures objectivity and the ability to select the best fit for their clients' specific requirements. 

Moreover, Supply Value B.V. may develop impact assessment capabilities to provide 

customized insights into the benefits of using specific applications of RTP in their client’s 

supply chains. Examples are environmental impact assessments, cost-benefit analyses, and 

supply chain performance evaluation of current CCB packaging systems versus RTP systems.  
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6. Conclusion 

Paper and plastic business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C) packaging waste 

occurring in fashion retail supply chains is a serious problem that needs to be resolved, given 

the effects of this waste on the environment and the expected future growth of the industry. 

Reusable transport packaging (RTP) is a potential solution to packaging waste generation that 

can increase the cost-effectiveness and material-efficiency of packaging in the entire fashion 

supply chain compared to corrugated cardboard boxes. Yet, industry-specific applications and 

empirical research remain limited. Fashion retail supply chains are highly globalized and 

complex, involving a range of stakeholders. The aim of this thesis was to identify and explore 

the drivers, barriers, and critical success factors (CSFs) to the adoption and implementation of 

B2B and B2C RTP in fashion retail supply chains. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this 

is the first study that specifically focuses on supply chains within the fashion retail sector. Using 

a qualitative research approach with semi-structured interviews with actors representing nine 

fashion retail supply chains and two RTP-manufacturers, data was collected, coded, and 

analyzed with regards to supply chain characteristics using the constant comparison method. In 

total, five drivers, seven barriers, and seven CSFs were identified were identified. 

In terms of drivers, some of the cases acknowledged the role that they can play in waste 

reduction through packaging alternatives such as RTP, which helps meet their sustainability 

goals and improve their reputation. Furthermore, in conjunction with corrugated cardboard 

supply disruptions and reduced purchases of single-use packaging, RTP may offer cost-

reductions compared to CCBs. In terms of barriers, RTP requires a larger initial investment than 

traditional corrugated cardboard boxes but may lead to cost savings on the purchasing of single 

use packaging if packages are returned. Also, the financial and environmental performance of 

RTP in the fashion industry depends heavily on the supply chain links in which RTP is being 

applied due to transportation costs for large distances, the degree of efficiency reduction at 

warehouses, and the degree of supply chain complexity. For B2C RTP, consumer behavior is 

both a concern and experienced challenge as consumers are not accustomed to returning product 

packaging. Finally, RTP is less suitable for implementation by fashion resellers than for fashion 

brands due to limited bargaining power. Additionally, RTP is less suitable for fashion retailers 

that cross-dock at their warehouses due to a trade-off between reduced efficiency and the need 

to lengthen the supply chain of RTP, which entails more coordination with supply chain 

stakeholders and higher transportation costs. In terms of CSFs, the successful implementation 

of RTP in fashion retail supply chains may be enabled through various actions and 
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interventions. RTP is suggested to be best implemented for supply chain links that enable cost-

effective return logistics. Furthermore, RTP solutions are most effective when they require as 

little change as possible to manual and automated warehouse processes, while keeping other 

constraints into consideration, such as storage limitations and design requirements by third-

party logistics providers. Informing and incentivizing customers are suggested to be effective 

mechanisms for stimulating B2C RTP returns, although more research is needed for 

mechanisms for stimulating B2B RTP. A committed supplier of RTP can aid in all these 

aspects, such as applying impact assessment capabilities, designing RTP based on the retailer’s 

needs, and providing information on effective mechanisms for stimulating returns. 

These factors were suggested and assumed to be related to supply chain characteristics in 

various ways, as was presented in the conceptual framework. Fashion retail supply chain 

stakeholders can use these findings to evaluate the applicability of RTP in their contexts and 

define strategies to successfully implement RTP into certain areas of their supply chains. Supply 

Value B.V. can use these insights to promote the adoption and implementation of B2C and B2B 

RTP within their fashion clients’ supply chains.  

This thesis has several limitations, such as a limited number of interviews per case, 

susceptibility to biased interpretations, limited generalization to the broader fashion industry, 

lack of corroboration from other supply chain stakeholders, potential limited technical 

knowledge of interviewed actors, and data quality issues (reliability, bias, and validity) related 

to the semi-structured interviews. Future research should address the limitations of this study 

by sourcing more individuals per case. Also, research can address the limitations by employing 

a mixed methods approach to enhance validity and reliability. This could involve conducting 

surveys and collecting quantitative data to complement the qualitative insights obtained. 

Additionally, larger-scale studies focusing on fashion resellers or brands can be conducted to 

achieve data saturation and obtain a comprehensive understanding of reusable transport 

packaging (RTP) implementation. Comparative analyses of B2C and B2B RTP adoption in 

fashion retail supply chains should be explored, including multiple manufacturers and various 

RTP characteristics. Involving stakeholders from upstream and downstream segments of the 

supply chain can provide a more comprehensive understanding, and including technical experts 

can delve deeper into the technical intricacies of RTP implementation. Efforts should be made 

to improve data quality by ensuring reliability, minimizing bias, and enhancing the validity of 

the findings.  
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8. Appendix  

8.1. Link to the master Innovation Management 

The topic researched in this thesis resonates well with the master Innovation Management at 

the Eindhoven University of Technology. The fashion industry is a big contributor to global 

pollution and waste. This topic addresses a real-world problem faced by businesses in the 

fashion industry and offers a potential innovative solution that can be implemented to improve 

sustainability. Additionally, this research aims to bring together the fields of supply chain 

management and sustainability to solve a complex problem, making it interdisciplinary. Above 

all, the findings aim to contribute to the understanding of the circular economy in the fashion 

industry by addressing packaging. Given that extensive qualitative research tools are applied to 

support Supply Value in developing and stimulating sustainable and profitable solutions, there 

are sufficient grounds to link this research assignment with the learning objectives of the master.  

8.2. Retailer interview guide 

Script before the start of the interview 

I would like to thank you for being willing to participate in this research on drivers, barriers, and critical success 

factors of reusable transport packaging in fashion retailers’ supply chains. This interview will take about 45 

minutes. I will be asking you questions about various aspects of packaging within [company name]’s supply 

chain. Just as a formality, are you okay with me recording this conversation? ([Great, let me know if at any 

point there is something that I should keep off the record]/ [No problem, then I will just take notes]). First, I 

will ask basic questions about you and your reasons for participating. Then I will move on to the questions 

about packaging at [company name]. Then, we will go over basic concepts related to reusable transport 

packaging for mutual understanding, after which I will ask questions regarding the application of reusable 

packaging. At the end there will be closing questions. Before we start, do you have any  questions? 

Introductory questions 

• What is your current positions at [company name] and can you tell me a little more about this?  

• Can you describe your biggest experiences with packaging? Perhaps changes to packaging processes, 

packaging waste management, or packaging logistics? 

• Why were you interested in participating in this interview? 

Transition questions 

• Briefly, what does your supply chain look like? (Location, numbers, sales channels.) 

• Could you explain how goods are packed for shipments from the manufacturer(s) to the distribution 
center(s)? (Packaging types, automation, handling) 
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• How are products packed and bundled for transport to your B2C and B2B clients? (Packaging types, 
automation, handling) 

Concepts 

I would like to make sure we are on the same page about important concepts related to reusable transport 

packaging. So I have made a small presentation about reusable transport packaging: What is it? What does it 

look like? How does it work in practice? What are commonly stated benefits and drawbacks? 

• Based on these concepts, How would you describe your current knowledge about reusable packaging 

and its drawbacks and benefits? 

Key questions 

• Upstream: Imagine [company name] were to use reusable transport packaging for shipments from the 
manufacturers to your distribution centers instead of cardboard boxes, how would your 

suppliers/factories react? 

• Upstream: What barriers do you think (third-party) logistics service providers would face in setting 
them up to return packaging to the manufacturers? 

• Downstream: What do you think the challenges would be if employees at distribution centers and 
stores of other third-party dealers needed to manage packaging in such a way that is it to be returned 

to [company name]? 

• Downstream: How do you think you can stimulate customers to return reusable packaging to 
[company name]? 

• Downstream: Could you tell me which benefits and hurdles you can think of that your B2B clients 
would experience if your shipments were sent in reusable transport packaging?  

• Downstream: How do you think you can stimulate third party dealers to return packaging?  

Closing questions 

• Before we conclude this interview, is there anything about your work-related or firsthand 
experiences or interests in packaging that has not been discussed in our interview that could still be 

relevant? 

• If during the analysis of the transcription of this interview I notice that I am still missing essential 
information, could I contact you via email? 

Conclusion 

Then if there are no more questions or remarks then I would like to thank you once again for your participation. 

My plan is to deliver my thesis and a White Paper on behalf of Supply Value in June. I will share this with you 

then.  
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8.3. RTP-manufacturer interview guide 

Script before the start of the interview 

I would like to thank you for being willing to participate in this research on drivers, barriers, and critical success 

factors of reusable transport packaging in fashion retailers’ supply chains. This interview will take about 45 

minutes.  

I will be asking you about categories of packaging that [manufacturer name] produces, environmental and 

financial impacts of your solutions, characteristics of your clients, barriers to adoption by potential clients, and 

the challenges and best practices in implementing your solutions. Just as a formality, are you okay with me 

recording this conversation? ([Great, let me know if at any point there is something that I should keep off the 

record]/ [No problem, then I will just take notes]). First, I will ask basic questions about you and the packaging 

that is produced by your company. Then I will ask questions related to adoption and implementation of your 

solutions by clients. At the end there will be closing questions. Before we start, do you have any questions?  

Introductory questions 

• What is your current position at [manufacturer name] and can you tell me a little more about this? 

• Can you describe your biggest experiences with packaging? Perhaps changes to packaging processes, 

packaging waste management, or packaging logistics? 

Transition questions 

• Which main categories of reusable packaging is [manufacturer name] involved with?  

• What impact does implementing your packaging solutions have on businesses in terms of cost and 
the environment? 

• Which sectors does [manufacturer name] mainly provide reusable packaging to?  

• Has [manufacturer name] ever collaborated with Fashion companies?  

o If yes: Interesting, do you notice any peculiarities about providing your solutions to this 

specific sector compared to other sectors? 

o If not: That is no problem. 

• How do your customers pay for packaging? What does the cost- and pricing model look like for 

[manufacturer name] from a retailer perspective? 

Key questions 

• Let’s talk about the cost aspect of the implementation aspect of reusable packaging. Could you tell 

me about some frequently encountered issues when designing a solution with the customer?  

• How do you convince potential clients about the environmental and financial benefits of reus able 
packaging? 

• For your existing client base, what are some challenges of utilizing reusable packaging solutions 

after the implementation phase? 
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• What are some best lessons for the implementation of reusable packaging solutions?  

Closing questions 

• Before we conclude this interview, is there anything about your work-related or firsthand 
experiences or interests in packaging that has not been discussed in our interview that could still be 

relevant? 

• If during the analysis of the transcription of this interview I notice that I am still missing essential 

information, could I contact you via email? 

Conclusion 

Then if there are no more questions or remarks then I would like to thank you once again for your participation. 

My plan is to deliver my thesis and a White Paper on behalf of Supply Value in June. I will share this with you 

then.  
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8.4. Codebook 

 

Codes Description References Illustrative quote

Drivers

1. Corrugated cardboard 

supply disruptions

The shortage of single-use packaging due to supply chain 

disruptions and other factors may lead to an increased 

interest in packaging alternatives, like RTP.

A, E

"Last year if you wanted to find another supplier of 

paperboard, you’d find the same problem, because online 

was so busy that there simply wasn’t enough supply." (Case 

E)

2. Long-term cost 

reductions compared to 

CCBs

Using RTP may lead to long-term costs savings compared 

to single-use packaging.
F, I

“We use 40 metric tons per year on polybags, so that’s quite 

a lot of money. If we can save costs on this by using 

reusable packaging, why not?" (Case F)

3. Sturdiness and 

moisture resistance 

compared to CCBs

RTP may be more durable and moisture resistant than 

CCBs, protecting products against transport and moisture 

damage.

C, F, G
"the [Plastic RTP] are probably a lot more waterproof than 

standard [corrugated cardboard] packaging." (Case G)

4. Sustainable packaging 

adoption for enhanced 

reputation

Fashion retailers may be driven to adopt RTP in their 

supply chains due to increased interests in sustainability. 

They may adopt RTP to improve their sustainability 

reputation.

A, B, F, G, H

"We're searching for a balance to contribute to sustainability 

while maintaining the quality of our product. In our search, 

packaging also came up." (Case A)

5. Waste reduction

RTP may help reduce the amount of waste generated by 

retailers and individuals, leading to a cleaner and more 

sustainable environment.

C, D, G, H

"from the start I wanted to use as little packaging as 

possible, because I think there is a lot of packaging waste, 

and [RTP] offered the perfect solution." (Case D)

Barriers

1. Consumer behavior and 

understanding

Consumers' current throw-away behavior and lack of 

understanding about RTP can be a barrier to its adoption, 

as it may not be seen as a viable or desirable option.

A, C, E, G, I

"A challenge the fact that customers are not really aware of 

our RTP. It is a great concept, but it does need additional 

explanation" (Case C)

2. Higher material costs 

compared to CCBs

The initial costs of purchasing B2B and B2C RTP can be a 

barrier to its adoption, as it may require a significant 

investment upfront.

B, D, G, I

"Eventually we didn’t pilot [B2C] RTP, because the 

investment at the time was too high. Those packages are 

pretty expensive to purchase [compared to cardboard]." 

(Case I)

3. Logistics costs and 

efforts

The return shipment of empty RTP may carry additional 

costs and coordination with third-party logistics service 

providers and could require additional storage capacity at 

the recipients' facilities.

B, C, E, H

"The lead time between the manufacturer and warehouse is 

so long that you would need more stock of packaging that 

takes up extra costs." (Case B)

4. Manufacturer(s) with 

bargaining power

The bargaining power that manufacturers have in the 

fashion industry can create a barrier to the adoption of B2B 

reusable transport packaging if they produce for many 

fashion retailers.

G

"[Corrugated cardboard] is one of those things that they buy 

in huge quantities also for [their other customers]. They 

would ask why our little supply chain is asking for something 

else." (Case G)

5. Ownership and the 

difficulty of allocating 

responsibility

The issue of ownership of RTP can be a barrier to its 

adoption, as it may not be clear who is responsible for 

managing and maintaining it, especially in situations of 

loss or damage.

F, H

"If a crate breaks, do we let it go to waste or get in contact 

with the [RTP] supplier? If this means too much work in the 

process, our wholesale customers might get annoyed." (Case 

H)

6. Reduced warehouse 

efficiency

Reduced warehouse efficiency is a barrier to the 

implementation of RTP due to required changes to existing 

manual and/or automated packaging processes and cross-

docking activities that are tailored to single-use CCBs.

A, B, E, F, G, H, I

"If we had to send [orders] from our warehouse [to our B2B 

customers] in these [reusable] boxes ... we’d remove the 

cross-docking and do the repacking at our warehouse." 

(Case F)

7. Supply chain 

complexity

The supply chain complexity associated with many 

suppliers to receive from and many B2B and B2C 

customers to ship to can create a barrier to the adoption of 

RTP, as it may require significant changes to established 

logistics and supply chain processes, especially if 

wholesalers are involved.

B, E, F

"if you make 650 thousand options a year with 3000 

customers, it like its own operation in itself. For a large 

company it’s much more logistically complex." (Case B)

Critical Success factors

1. Committed service 

provision by RTP 

manufacturer

The extent to which the RTP supplier is committed to 

providing quality service, including the setup, marketing, 

and end-of-life management can be a CSF in the adoption 

and implementation of RTP.

D, G
"They did a really good job at marketing it for us, which was 

nice. To attract customers it is nice" (Case G)

2. Cost-effective return 

logistics

Balancing the costs of returning RTP to the supplier with 

the benefits of using RTP is a CSF. This entails 

implementing for cost-optimal distances.

A, D

"[with centralized drop-off points] we have more boxes to 

return per trip than if they were picked up from every mailbox, 

so less expensive per package" (Case A)

3. Effective mechanisms 

for stimulating B2C 

returns

Informing and incentivizing consumers are effective 

mechanisms for stimulating B2C RTP returns
A, B, C, D, E, G

"Once the package is returned, the customer saves 10% on 

the next purchase." (Case C)

4. Impact assessment 

capabilities

The ability to measure the environmental and financial 

impact of using RTP is a critical success factor for ensuring 

success and sustainability

E, G

"I think if you can prove to their management that it saves 

money and what the benefit is from an environment 

perspective, they'd look into it." (Case E)

5. Invoice management 

with transporters

Effective invoice management with logistics stakeholders, 

such as transporters, is a CSF for the implementation and 

management of RTP.

B

"as long as you’ve got your invoices and packaging lists 

and you have your duty freights in place, they will ship what 

you have how you want." (Case B)

6. Pooling systems

The use of pooling systems, where multiple users share a 

pool of RTP, is a CSF for reducing costs and increasing 

adoption.

F

"We need a distributed system like the Euro Pallets where we 

can buy standard plastic boxes for transport and sell them 

afterwards" (Case F)

7. RTP design based on 

the retailer's needs

Designing RTP based on the retailer's needs is a CSF, as it 

will determine the robustness and the degree to which the 

packaging is compressible, foldable, nestable, and a one-on-

one replacement of CCBs.

A, C, E

"[totes] are flexible bags … with [CCBs] you are paying for 

shipping air … and when you also need to pay for a return 

…you want to make shipping as efficient as possible and 

that everything fits to size." (Case C). 


